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CREATING HARMONY BETWEEN SPACES & PEOPLE

FOUR-WAY SCHOOL,
NEUSTIFT IM STUBAITAL,
AUSTRIA
FASCH & FUCHS
ARCHITEKTEN
Read the full story:
ribaj.com/neustiftschool

Viennese architecture practice Fasch & Fuchs is known
for its school buildings. In the Alpine village of Neustift
in the Stubaital, eastern Austria, it has again shown what
a future-oriented school should look like: with rooms for
modern pedagogy, lots of light and great outdoor spaces.
Neustift is in a valley surrounded by high mountains,
and the design is at its most dramatic seen from the roof.
Here the school cascades from the entrance building as a
dramatic series of rooftop terraces down the valley slope
to the river at the valley floor – green lawns, timber decking and patio areas, interspersed by sunken courtyards
with external staircases that lead to the next space.
The new school campus occupies its sloping terrain
at the edge of the village, and is designed like a landscape
to motivate pupils to actively explore life. Almost 450
students attend the four schools on the site: a primary
for children aged six to 10, a general secondary, a ski sec-

ondary with boarding (every region in Austria has one
where in winter children follow a skiing programme in
the mornings) and a polytechnic for 14-15 year olds, who
will go on to do apprenticeships.
The campus contains mostly single-storey buildings,
but has two taller structures – the primary school at the
upper end along the main village street and a tower-like
block at the foot of the hill, housing the boarding school.
Classes for all grades are organised in clusters, with three
to four classes sharing an open learning area. The project unfurls as a complex series of spaces that can only be
understood by walking through it – inside to outside, following sequences of staircases and ramps – and getting to
know its spatial qualities and visual connections.
The rooftop mimics the interior, encouraging the students to explore, understand and learn from their setting
and the open air. • Anne Isopp
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design resources & case studies
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products, tools and services
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Barn reborn

As I pull into 31/44 Architects’ latest completed house, deep in the Norfolk countryside, its
co-commissioner and owner Luke Hawes
gets a call from someone asking whether he
would be interested in another barn plot a
nearby farmer is selling. Since his own conversion featured in The Times, he’s had about
12 such projects proposed to him. He and his
wife Klara haven’t yet committed to one, but
it’s not off the cards – perhaps somethingsmaller to use as a holiday let.

31/44 Archites’ Class Q house in Norfolk is an inventive mix
of materials and use of space – half water, half home inside

31/44’s house is an example of a rapidly
developing genre in rural locations. In 2016
I wrote about pH+ Architects’ Apple Store in
Kent, which was three years ahead of Class Q
permitted development changes that allow
conversion from agricultural to residential.
Now if you want an architecturally designed
house in the countryside, this route is fast
becoming the main alternative to the notoriously tricky Paragraph 79. Sure, with Class
Q there may be limitations to the external

design, but you can build up to five houses,
and the client’s children won’t have grown
from toddlers to teenagers by the time the
whole thing is realised.
31/44’s barn is located next to a
1,000-year-old church in a tiny tucked away
hamlet. It occupies a former 1990s grain
store. Luke and Klara bought it in October
2016 with planning permission for a basic
scheme and change of use. It was the last
available plot of a cluster of barns; the others

Words: Isabelle Priest Photographs: Nick Dearden

31/44 Architects’ latest
completed house – a 1990s
barn conversion in Norfolk,
seen here from the front.
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440m2

W W W. R I O B E L . D E S I G N

gross internal floor area

12.5m x 3m
dimensions of pool

that had already sold were older, mostly brick
and easier for people to imagine becoming
houses. This one was a 440m2 green painted corrugated metal box, peeling and rough
around the edges, with a huge scrubby agricultural concrete junkyard forecourt. They
bought it relatively cheaply for £290,000.
The clients met while working at design
firm Priestman Goode, where Luke is a director focusing on transport. Klara now has
her own interior design company in Norwich.
The idea was to develop the plot into a holiday/weekend home – Luke returning to near
where he grew up. The couple wanted it as a
place to get out of London, a relaxing antidote
to Luke’s hectic schedule of flying around the
world to meet clients.
Initially they hired architect and family
friend Michael Loates-Taylor to devise the
basic scheme. He came up with the concept
of replacing the galvanised shell, which was

Above Seen from the
back where the lightness
of the front elevation
recedes but the facade
becomes more open and
transparent.

Below Site plan showing
barn in the middle with
the church to the bottom.
Below right To reduce
internal floor area, the
building is set back from
the original frame.

beyond reuse, with differently paced interspersed larch louvres at first floor level and
solid vertical patterned cladding. At the end
of 2017, Loates-Taylor, who was semi-retired,
introduced the clients to Will Burges at 31/44.
Planning consent was based on keeping the
building looking like a barn. The structure had
to be retained, windows had to be big and set
back, and the building could not increase in
gross internal floor area – they had to stick at
440m2 even if they inserted a first floor. When
31/44 arrived, the exterior scheme was largely
there: a closed frontage to the circular sweeping drive which is closed on three sides while
the back of the building opens out to the fields
and big Norfolk skies.
Externally, 31/44 only added the central
corrugated drum to the entrance elevation,
picking up the colour of the original green
cladding in a lighter, mintier shade; the whole
thing an imaginative mimicked grain silo device that pushes the narrative of the building’s
former life. The floor area issue was resolved
by pulling interior elements back into the plan,
behind the louvres that hang in front from the
underside of the roof like a ghostly veil of the
original envelope. This not only reduced the
floor area, it created a curious multi layered effect where glass and solid, reflection and dead
darkness tessellate behind.
This is by no means a minimalist building;
many textures, colours and materials contribute to a complex mix. From the front, at ground
level, off-white corrugated panels sit along the
original building boundary line, while a narrow random vertical pattern of oiled larch
cladding occupies the recesses. There is also
glazing, horizontal corrugated cladding on
the ‘grain silo’ in the middle, and a front door,
again of slatted vertical timber but at a uniform
wider repeat. Above, the hanging louvres work

BLACK IS
THE NEW BRASS

RIOBEL. LUXURY DESIGN FOR MODERN LIVING.
Discover brassware with a brilliantly modern aesthetic. Introducing Riobel,
from Québec, Canada, a meeting place of cultures and ideas. Inspired by the
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innovative brassware for the kitchen and bathroom. Arriving Summer 2021.
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SAFE? OR UNSAFE?
The occupants of a high-rise or high-risk building
don’t really know if its façade is sufficiently fireproof
or not. Only you can be sure that it is safe. Only you
can guarantee the correct level of fire protection, and
this is possible by choosing a state-of-the-art façade
construction.
The Stamisol Safe One façade breather membrane
enables you to combine maximum fire safety with a
high degree of design freedom, even for open façade
claddings. And the Euroclass A2-s1,d0 rating will leave
you secure knowing you made the right choice.
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How to enrich your fire safety
concept for complex building
envelopes with Euroclass A2
membranes.
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Independently tested by a Egolf
member to EN 13501-1 Euroclass
A2-s1,d0 and EN 13859-2

First Floor Plan

to a narrower pattern, as they did on the original barn, all between the black-painted steel
frame structure.
To the sides these materials peel away in
layers, the louvres continues the full length,
the off-white corrugated cladding at ground
floor carries just a third of the way along the
eastern elevation, but the whole way to the
western side. A brushed black steel panel is
introduced instead, alongside an altogether
more urban industrial aesthetic. As you move
round the building, it becomes more transparent and open, with near full glazing to the
rear, but its materials are noticeably heavier
and darker in feeling, with a deep overhang
shading the interior. The relief from the glass,
which overall has the effect of a mini version
of nearby Norwich’s Sainsbury Centre, is a
plywood box that punches through and cantilevers towards the garden off the centreline.
As I visit, the plywood is pragmatically being
replaced with the same hit and miss larch
panels from the front elevation as, only a year
in, it hasn’t weathered well.
Inside, the building continues the rear’s
weightier more industrial look and is pared
down to birch ply, concrete grey and those
metal brushed black panels downstairs;
white painted plasterboard upstairs. The
flooring inside and out is Minoli huge-format concrete effect porcelain tiles – chosen
for their reliability compared with a poured
concrete alternative, which Burges says ‘is
always a bit disappointing’. This carries
through to the living spaces and into the pool
(non-slip variety), which rather impressively
greets visitors through a large fixed panel of

Above The bridge to the
master bedroom suite,
designed like a leftover
silo with an agricultural
aesthetic.

Below View from the
kitchen island over the
pool table and living
room to the big skies.

Ground floor plan

glass ahead when they enter the hall. The pool
was always in the brief but, as so often with
these converted barns, answers the question
of what to do with all the space. The house is
about kicking back with family, hence the
pool occupying half of the ground floor footprint while the four bedrooms are modestly
sized. There are, of course, a few other materials in between; compressed wool wood panels on the ceiling (a farmyard-like reference)
and a little of the oiled larch cladding in the
hallway and up the spiralling staircase.
The other half of the ground floor plan is
living space, approached via a timber-lined
tunnel – the architectural compression before it opens out into a vast 8m-tall open-plan
space, separated from the pool only by glass.
The sequence of kitchen, island, pool table,
living room unfurls beyond, under one side of
the pitched roof. Raised up on massive concrete stilts between the pool and this living
area, and hanging over both, is another false
industrial remnant of the former grain store:
an additional silo, this time in ply and linked
by a glass bridge, which contains the master
bedroom suite. It looks as though it might
once have functioned as something more utilitarian. It’s a bit Bernd and Hilla Becher and
at the same time behaves like Will Alsop’s
curving ply pods at Peckham Library. The
dining table with three-sided banquette seating tucks in underneath by the kitchen, a hot
tub beyond on the pool side.
Upstairs there is less to report. Two children’s bedrooms look out between the louvres
toward the driveway; a guest bedroom sits on
the other side with its own terrace sneaked in

First floor plan
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Collaborative
Teaching Lab

Left Green corrugated
metal cladding on the
elevation follows through
around the stairwell in
painted timber.
Right The swimming
pool occupies as much of
the ground floor as the
living area.

between the roof; the master bedroom continues the ply jewel box effect inside and is the
only room that projects, with dominating expansive views to the back. It’s all impressive,
rather monumental and fantastic in its own
right. You can see why, halfway through the
process, the owners decided to sell up in the
capital and settle here completely – a decision
that predated the coronavirus lockdowns but
was fully vindicated by them. The house is
undoubtedly an easy and aspirational place to
live, especially as seen on a bright spring day.
Architecturally however, the building is
not quite as nuanced, delicate and domestic
as its front elevation might suggest. From the
Mediterranean planting on the white gravel
drive, the building with its blend of colours,
materials, depths, textures and shapes is a
departure from the norm. There are a few
tasters of lightness inside, but to the back the
building reverts to a tried and tested straight
lines industrial/ commercial/ workplace
glass boxy typology more easily than the
house first intimates – the mix of shapes, textures, colours and depths at the front that felt
really new are sadly almost missing.
It sounds as though there’s an opportunity for another barn though, and I’d like to
see how that develops. As Hawes says about
the cladding being replaced on the rear: ‘All
design is a process.’ And Burges replies: ‘Not
all clients understand that.’ •
The RIBA Journal June 2021

The Collaborative Teaching Lab needed to be carefully designed
by Sheppard Robson architects in response to a complex brief. The
three-storey, 72,120sq ft project is composed primarily of a robust
brick structure with the main entrance of the building characterised
by an angled aluminium brise soleil.

The Collaborative Teaching Lab is a new £40 million stateof-the-art facility, set to transform the delivery of science,
technology and maths (STEM) education at the University
of Birmingham.
The plywood interior
of the master bedroom
above the pool – the
screws that attach the
panels are deliberately
big and black to look
like rivets or stitches.

The completion of this project is a key milestone in the university’s
pledge to invest nearly £500 million in its campus in Edgbaston and
serves as a pioneering exemplar across the education sector.

ribaj.com

The architecture of the Collaborative Teaching Lab not only
supports and improves the delivery of STEM research and courses
but has also facilitated the collaboration and convergence
of subject departments which have previously operated
independently of one another.

One of the key factors for consideration for the architect was to
work with the various university departments involved in order to
ensure that the building worked for all. It is clear that the solution
was successful as the university has already witnessed a crossfertilisation of ideas between departments, an environment which
encourages the propagation of co-innovation.
Taylor Maxwell worked in partnership with main contractor
Morgan Sindall to specify and supply the facing brickwork to
the Collaborative Teaching Lab project. The architect selected a
long format, grey-coloured brick as it offers a rich, uniform colour
and the additional length of the brick emphasises the linear and
horizontal aspects of the building.
To find out more about our products visit taylormaxwell.co.uk
email us at enquiries@taylor.maxwell.co.uk
or call us on 0203 794 9377.
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New room at the inn

IN NUMBERS

558m2
original GIA

905m2
new GIA

192kg pa

CO2/m²
building emission rate (new build)

To make an isolated village pub viable, De Matos Ryan’s extension allows
cuomers to hit the hay in a dreamy reimagining of ables and barns

1135 pa

kWh/m²
primary energy use (new build)

Words: Jan-Carlos Kucharek Photographs: Hufton + Crow

Despite appearances, there’s something of
the night to Nun Monkton – due, in no small
part, to its siting. For while the medieval
village is nestled firmly inland, less than 10
miles west of York, it lies at the confluence of
the Ouse and Nidd rivers; and with Mill Sike
stream to the north, occupies a natural peninsula surrounded by water. This was perfect at the height of its powers when, before
the dissolution of the monastaries, it boasted
an affluent priory and four hostelries serving
the fishermen’s revels. Now, approaching
from the east along the only road into the village, the sense of time coming to a standstill
is accentuated by having to trail in behind
a herd of cows lazily roaming the working
green. Beyond the last straggler’s swishing
tail, I sense a rural silence as immense as the
dropped pin of a maypole ahead, to which the
village proper now seems to be tethered.
Nun Monkton. Even the name could
make your thumbs prick, summoning either
a tautology of religious fervour or the desertion of God’s ministry. Until the mid-19th
century, this place dug up a rudely-carved,
wooden effigy of St Peter every June’s end and
paraded it around for a week before re-burying it under a sycamore tree, in a ritual named
‘Rising Peter.’ Past the green’s ancient Buttery Pond – where witches, you’d imagine,
went for a final dip – only one lane, The Avenue, takes you on: eastwards to the 12th
century St Mary’s church and priory; after
which, you’d plunge into the Ouse yourself.
So perhaps, in this forgotten corner of
Yorkshire, the night really is thicker. It certainly seemed to be for the Priory’s current
owners, Kate and Richard Harpin, for whom
the impending closure of the failing Alice
Hawthorn, the village’s last pub in 2013,

precipitated the drastic if indulgent action of
buying it outright. ‘Coming home on a winter
night, it was always there twinkling warmly,’ says Kate, recalling her unease at the time
with the thought of the lights going out. ‘It felt
like the beating heart of the village.’ But having saved it for the community, they faced the
thorny issue of how to keep it alive. Harpin
concedes the pub was a ‘cash haemorrhage’
until, in 2017, proven local gastro-pub supremos John and Claire Topham were brought in
to take a long, hard look at the books and see
how they might balance them.
But Nun Monkton’s splendid isolation
was a major impediment for a hospitality industry where profit margins are hard-won.
‘There was the problem of making a country
pub that had no passing trade viable – after
all the road here goes nowhere but to the river,’ says Harpin. The Tophams convinced
them that the only way to make the pub
work was to keep the punters there; and
thus the idea of creating their modern day
inn was born. Harpin had, over the years,
worked with York architect Guy Bowyer on
the steady renovation of the Priory, so when
she approached him for design advice, he
suggested the architect that he was working
with at the time on York Theatre Royal, London practice De Matos Ryan.
The firm’s scheme for the extension of the
grade II-listed 18th century inn picks up on
the analysis of the specific grain of the village and is a play on the notion of the ancient
Norse ‘garth’ – a crofting space or grassy
cloister that would sit in the middle of a simple collection of agricultural buildings. De
Matos Ryan director Angus Morrogh-Ryan
says that, as it’s a conservation village, there
was no escaping a forensic investigation of

Site plan

Caption copy here copy
here

The Alice Hawthorn looking north
to the medieval Green. Its new
bedroom blocks revert to typeagricultural buildings set behind
the houses fronting the village.
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The pub on the
south side of the
Green. The Avenue
leads east to the
church and priory,
with the Ouse and
Nidd beyond.
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the vernacular; pre-app meetings with local planners had highlighted their desire
to maintain the established views past the
homes fronting the green towards ‘working’
farmsteads behind – the barns, outhouses,
vegetable gardens and orchards that mediate between the settlement and open countryside beyond. After much ‘critical’ community consultation, De Matos Ryan settled
on a simple grouping of four buildings behind the refurbished inn, forming a notional
courtyard space that followed the ancient
precedent of concentric farm types dispersing away from the old green.
Its broken-down grouping of field barn,
stables, tack room and shed forms a loose,
open rhomboid shape in plan, respecting
those views out to the fields. Morragh-Ryan
says that adhering to the boundary lines in
part drove the plan form, but it was also the
programme. This was a new type of working building; an old hostelry now with four
refurbished bedrooms but also augmented
with eight new luxury en suite rooms behind, ancillary spaces for overnight staff,
linen store, laundry and cleaner’s room as

It’s a play on the ancient Norse
‘garth’ – a crofting space in the
middle of agricultural buildings

Below Exploded axo
showing the simple timber
construction of the three
bedroom blocks around
the courtyard: to the left,
the stables; the field barn,
centre; and to the right,
the tack room.

Looking south from the
end of the shed between
the stables block and
courtyard. The field barn
is beyond, with tack room
on the right.
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well as a car park to the rear. The hierarchy
is such that these ‘serving’ spaces line the
driveway in, while bedrooms further back
nestle around the new courtyard behind the
pub, past the restored red brick barn.
The choice of a timber frame structure
in this village of brick seems strange but is
perhaps deferentially expressing its position
in the vernacular pecking order. Sustainable
strategies were certainly on the practice’s
mind – it adopted ground source heat pumps
for instance – but it turns out it was more
than that, with Morrogh-Ryan adding that
he wanted to produce a building that spoke
of its elemental nature rather than the usual
sophistry of layering fabric over structure.
This led the firm to a Douglas fir timber
structure where cloister columns engage
into galvanised shoes sitting on cast concrete upstands. Externally, this has a single
layer of tight-grained larch cladding, and
internally an expressed sarking layer of
poplar ply. Subtle distinctions between the
three are further blurred by an Envirograf
intumescent white oil that helps give the
buildings their one-hour fire rating. It renders the whole in a satisfying, milky homogeneity; kind of apt, when you consider the
cows grazing on the green just yards away.

A simple palette of
materials: corrugated
galvanised steel, Douglas
fir and Siberian larch.

Above The expressed
timber structure
suggests agricultural
buildings, but is
luxuriously reinterpreted.
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A clerestory mirror panel
on the bathroom party wall
suggests the ability to look
over the stall to next door

Right Mirrors create the
illusion of stable stalls.

The elemental quality gets expression on
the roof too. Harpin says the idea of a dark
zinc standing seam roof was dropped in favour of galvanised steel sheeting. This also
extends down over the working, boundary
side of the elevations, and it was a wise decision. On the day I visited, the fresh, shiny
new roof sheet was reflecting the nuances of
a constantly changing May sky, but the way
it will weather and deaden down is what
intrigued them more. ‘We hope that after
a few years it will become more tarnished
and muted and give the sense that the animals have just moved out and the people
just moved in,’ explains Harpin. Notion of
‘in’ and ‘out’ is picked up too at the external
cloister overhang, where the roof structure
rises past clerestory glazing to give glimpses
of the rooms’ internal structure.
Once inside, the agricultural language
makes itself more evident. Douglas fir
structure rises off the concrete upstand
with chunky cross-bracing sitting in front of
poplar plywood in such a way that you can
imagine knocking the whole thing together
yourself. Above it, the expressed roof sails
over both bedroom and bathroom. In the
stables block the clever detail of a clerestory mirror panel on the bathroom party wall
suggests the ability to pop your head over the
stall and see next door. What Morragh-Ryan terms a ‘Loos-inspired fictive space’ is, in
this intimate context, a cheeky trompe l’oeil
that reminds us that serious architecture
can be playful. Rooms have picture windows
or rooflights so each space feels unique. And
in them all, to leave the structure to speak
for itself, fabrics and furnishings are chosen
The RIBA Journal June 2021

Consultant team
Client
Kate & Richard Harpin
Architect De Matos Ryan
Project manager
R Pickering
Quantity surveying
Aspect 4
Structural engineering
Price & Myers
MEP services P3r
Acoustics Gillieron Scott
Acoustic Design
Sustainability
Award Energy

Below A warm light on a
dark night: rear of the field
barn, south elevation.

Building team
Main contractor
Gem Construction
Douglas fir timber
framing Timber Workshop
Galvanized steel cladding
Varla
Timber cladding, doors,
windows & carpentry
Lee & Micklethwaite
Mechanical services
Warmaway
Electrical services
Switched Solutions
Wardrobes House of
Elliot
Signwriting The Brilliant
Sign Company
Sanitaryware Saneux
Intumescent decoration
Paul Crosby
Fire resisting plywood
Poplar Fireshield
Fire resisting sarking
Magply

for their understated nature; wool pile carpets or thick, felt Kvadrat curtains that can
be drawn over the hefty glazed timber doors.
But in a Faustian pact, making the building look so simple, the dark art of concealment is also at play. ‘If you want an elegant,
minimal solution, you have to work hard
to hide all the things that could potentially
screw it up,’ Morrogh-Ryan explains; so try
looking out for the conduit runs for lights and
blinds, switches, extracts or fire detectors.
Most run along a cavity below your feet; with
separating walls meanwhile stuffed to the
gills with fibre insulation and fire retardant
Magply board to give the compartmentalisation fire and acoustic heft. It might have
been inspired by agricultural materials, but
at around £3200/m², the quality of feel and
attenuation is high-end.
The new courtyard has proved to be a
lifesaver for the pub during the pandemic and was on my visit dotted with lunching customers; one of the few sightings of
non-bovine life since I’d arrived in the village. According to Harpin, the Alice Hawthorn, named after 18th century England’s
most famous racehorse, is champing at the
bit to get out of the gates – and so are new
managers the Tophams, ready to work their
own culinary magic. As Claire Topham
speeds me west past the maypole along the
pot-holed road out of the village, she informs
me they live elsewhere, admitting that Nun
Monkton’s ‘a bit quiet’ for them. She’s right –
it’s like the place is draped in a night’s silence
even by day; so it dawns on me why Harpin
needed her resurrected pub to shed a warm
evening glow on the green. And, buried in
the cold earth beneath it, so does St Peter. •
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Oxford twin-set

Amanda Levete Archites’ outreach centre and junior
common room for Wadham College adds a touch of shine
Words: Eleanor Young Photographs: Hufton + Crow

Wadham College, Oxford, has a series of
quads keeping itself quite apart from the city
centre that it sits on the edge of. Just visible
from the street are heavily leaved trees, slivers of green and ancient doors set in limestone. Peering through one gate you can just
glimpse the glitter of a new building; glass,
with a purple, pink or is it green sheen?
Amanda Levete Architects’ outreach
centre and junior common room – the Dr Lee
Shau Kee Building and the William Doo Undergraduate Centre – lies between quads, on
the foundations of the 1950s Goddard Building it replaced. It is a double jointed building
of two wings, distinguished as much by its
problem solving for this late 20th century

college quad as for its new spaces. Inside is a
bar, café and social spaces in the undergraduate centre; student bedrooms with some
teaching space in the other half.
This hidden project has more significant
reasons for study. It is the third of a new generation of Oxford buildings by a women-led
practices, following in the steps of Zaha Hadid’s Middle East Centre library and archive
in stainless steel and the arching glulams of
Alison Brooks’ Cohen Quad, for Exeter College. All three have an unexpected materiality for their context. And AL_A’s project
makes some big, surprisingly untrumpeted,
moves to reduce embodied carbon – showing a direction of travel that we must hope
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Oxford University’s many other developments will follow.
Across the quad from AL_A’s project are
student residences designed by MacCormac
Jamieson Prichard with all the expressive
light and shadow they could throw at it. AL_A
director Ho-Yin Ng studied it in his first year
at architecture school. Its first floor circulation links to a frowning 70s library (courtesy
of Gillespie, Kidd & Coia) and its external terrace, also on the first floor. This was always
a forgotten level, accessed by narrow stairs.
The new building should turn it into a busy
thoroughfare, linking it to the rest of the college with wide and sociable flight of steps,
and AL_A has also positioned a café to spill
on to the terrace.
The other big, almost urban, move is to
open the knuckle between the buildings,
providing views between the more tradition-

Trusted to deliver high
performing elegant rooflights.

6

al Back Quad and the complex landscaping
of the Webb Quad, this resonates with other
views through staircase corners in the college. The new building encloses the Webb
Quad with a finely judged sense of scale that
allows the curving back of the Holywell
Music Room to take centre stage.
The York stone stairs and plinth are the
only concessions to the college’s existing
masonry materiality. Ng explains the detail
of the facade: its glass is frit-etched with a
much-mocked-up pattern; this is then laid
over colour interlayers and, with its reflective aluminium backing, creates unexpected
chromatic shifts as the light changes. Along
the roof edge, the aluminium panels angle
back, appearing chamfered and satisfyingly suggesting depth of facade, yet somehow
diminishing the building mass.
The outreach building, facing east-west
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Below A doubleheight lobby links the
outreach building to the
undergraduate centre.
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with student rooms on the first floor, has
narrow vertical bands, each joint aluminium-capped with assurance. The glass of the
undergraduate centre is split horizontally,
giving a greater sense of openness for the
social spaces, as is the knuckle, with much
of the glazing – without aluminium panels –
allowing more views through. AL_A wanted
to avoid the mismatch in scale from small domestic size windows to student bedrooms; instead full-height panes can slide open. Inside,
the detail is made the most of with window
benches built-in against a glass balustrade.
The colours behind the glass, particularly the champagne-tinged aluminium, may
make reference to the limestone around
it and to the stained glass of the early 17th
century college chapel. And the fritting and
layering may be a way of establishing texture
like the rubble stone of some of the neighbouring cottages it butts up against and the
curved back to the Holywell Music Room –
though these are not the references that most
people would jump to. But like Hadid’s stainless steel and Brooks’ glulam, the materiality
is unexpected and is carried off with aplomb
on an Oxford budget (undisclosed but clearly
generous). There are also parallels with other
AL_A work – most notably the central staircase which uses the same details as the one at
the V&A extension, also in lacquered timber.
The work of rethinking embodied carbon begins here, though the starting point
of demolishing the Goddard Building on the
site didn’t bode well, no matter how dark
and dingy it was. But at least the foundations
were reused for half the new building, the
lower ground floor also housing a bike store
and laundry room (incongruously vented
into the reinvented Webb Quad). This took
a lot of piecing together and coordination of
where exactly the structure would hit foundation. ‘It seemed a cool idea at competition
stage,’ says Ng, remembering the work of
piecing together geometries.
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The outreach centre works
to improve the diversity of
the college’s intake

A journey to a peaceful mind
Introducing Voyage designed for VitrA by Arik Levy.

Traditionally, Oxford and Cambridge
universities have shown the best of successive generation’s designs by investing in
architecture, with the freedom to design in
already beautiful surroundings, without the
constraints around cars and street presence.
This twin-set of a building has all these advantages, a mature tree of heaven to look
over and quads on either side to set it off, the
historic one laid to lawn and the modern one
with stripes of planting and a mound. Yes,
it borrows the technology of office facades,
but it seems to be able to remove itself from
too direct an association. Whether or not it
is seen as an interloper or a treasured friend
depends very much on the whims of future
generations. But for now it adds a touch of
shine to Wadham. •
Inside, the structure is steel spanned by
CLT floor slabs which in many areas are left
exposed, both the steel and CLT washed in
white. This doesn’t quite fit with the idea of a
hugely polished facade, but nor does it quite
give it character – though no doubt occupation as Covid restrictions lift will make the
most difference to this.
Wadham, like other Oxford colleges, now
has to monitor its student intake. This year
70 per cent of its UK offers were to students
from state schools, and the outreach centre
works to improve the diversity of its intake.
To encourage this, the college runs summer
schools each year and works closely with
schools in many deprived north-east London boroughs, with visits from two or three
schools a week in normal times. The new
block will allow it to do this neatly in one
building with teaching rooms and gathering spaces as well a summer-school rooms.
It is already working hard for the college,
with students in the rooms even before the
college officially opened following the latest
lockdown. Does it just make a neat solution
to the conference market? Not according to
Ng, who says Oxford City Council policies
demand academic use of the building.
The RIBA Journal June 2021

Credits
Architect AL_A
Structural and M&E
engineer Arup
Lighting, fire, acoustics,
security, DDA Arup
Project manager
Bidwells
Quantity surveyor
Gleeds
Planning consultant
Turnberry
CDM advisor Ridge
Facade engineer/
contractor
Eckersley O’Callaghan,
Colorminium
Construction
Beard Construction
Landscape designer
Churchman Thornhill
Finch
Glass and anodised
aluminium facade
Glass Cricursa
Anodisers United
Anodisers, Cricursa
Red stair; hardwood oak
treads and risers and
gloss lacquered timber
balustrades, Barn6,
stone stair
Johnsons Wellfield

Above The sunniness
of the Webb Quad is
captured in the southfacing colonnade to the
undergraduate centre.

Right The facade of the
outreach centre – seen
here with tree of heaven
in the foreground – is all
about reaching up.
ribaj.com
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Rebuilding
Broadgate

Peter Foggo’s original
pink granite-clad building
(right) presented a
fl at face to Liverpool
Street, articulated by
cylindrical rotundas at
its corners. Hopkins
Architects introduced
a curved facade
while reusing existing
foundations (left).

Hopkins Archites’
replacement of one of Peter
Foggo’s 1980s Broadgate
buildings is part of a
programme to reca
the fortress of finance
Words: Chris Foges
Photographs: Janie Airey,
Jack Hobhouse

IN NUMBERS

67,649m2
Floor area

390kg

Embodied carbon
CO2e/m2

Undisclosed

JACK HOBHOUSE
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Existing structure

With football pitch-sized trading floors contained
within imposing hulks of pink granite and black steel,
the 12ha Broadgate campus that grew up on the edge of
the City of London in the 1980s heralded the Big Bang
era of turbo-charged finance, and came to embody its
confidence and excesses. Opulent, insular and almost
wholly devoted to the offices of banks, Broadgate was
a world apart from its neighbours in the down-at-heel
districts of Old Street and Shoreditch.
In the intervening years, however, those lively
neighbourhoods have been colonised by a cohort of
prosperous tech and media companies which Broadgate
owner British Land is itself now keen to attract. To that
end, an ongoing 10-year, £1.5 billion programme of
replacement and renewal aims to reinvent Broadgate’s
spatial offer and recast the fortress of finance as a
‘mixed use, seven-day, central London destination’.
This vision is encapsulated in the newest building
on campus, 100 Liverpool Street. Hopkins Architects’
sleek, sinuous block replaces one of Broadgate’s earliest
buildings, designed by Peter Foggo as part of a uniform
group packed tight around a travertine amphitheatre
on Broadgate Circle. Hopkins director Chris Bannister
says that at the time of his practice’s appointment in
2012, the intention was to offer an alternative to large
trading floors, but the assumption was still that the
building would serve the financial sector. That changed
as the vision for Broadgate evolved, and the completed
building accommodates media businesses and
co-working space as well as finance firms and 8,400m2
of retail and restaurant space.

Retained structure

Completed structure
The RIBA Journal June 2021
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Perhaps most significantly, it is also British
Land’s first net-zero carbon building. Sustainability
is a longstanding concern for the developer, but 100
Liverpool Street marks the start of new commitments
that all future development should be net-zero carbon
and that the entire portfolio should be net-zero by 2030.
There is, however, some debate over the definition of
that term. For British Land, says its head of sustainable
development, Juliette Morgan, it means using energy
from fully renewable sources in operation, reducing
embodied carbon as far as possible through careful
design and specification, and offsetting the remainder.
Significant savings were made by reusing one third of
the Foggo building’s steel frame and half of its concrete
– much of it below ground. Embodied carbon is a little
over one third of current industry benchmarks, at
390kg per m2 – lower even that the 2030 target of 500kg.
British Land has also paid £60 per tonne of carbon into
a ‘transition vehicle’, with a third of this spent on vast
land restoration and tree-planting schemes in Tibet and
Mexico, and the remainder put towards retrofitting its
existing buildings. Morgan acknowledges that offsetting
is not a panacea, noting that no amount of forest growing
could compensate for carbon emissions at our current
rate, but the scale of British Land’s investment is
impressive. For 100 Liverpool Street, the company has
in fact offset twice as much as it needed to. Why? ‘It’s our
first net zero carbon building, and we could afford to do
it, so we did,’ says Morgan.
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9

Double-height
restaurant and
retail units fl ank
the entrance to the
building’s north lobby on
Broadgate Circle.
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Though the retention of structure reduced the
carbon cost enormously, it was also a pragmatic choice.
First, the building lies immediately to the west of
Liverpool Street Station and sits over an infrastructural
warren: two tube tunnels, a substation, a station box
and the Octagon Mall, a basement level route into the
concourse that had to remain in use. Second, there
was good documentation showing that the frame and
foundations could carry three more storeys, about
as much additional height as the site allowed; the
building sits within one of the City’s protected views
and planners insisted it should be lower than one Make
Architects was constructing next door.
An early decision was made to replace the facade,
to improve energy performance and signify change,
though this was opposed by conservation groups such
as the Twentieth Century Society. ‘Our view was that
there might have been merit in preserving the whole of
Broadgate, but not the individual parts,’ says Bannister.
‘By the time we got involved, consent had already been
granted for Make’s replacement of the two adjacent
buildings.’ Gentle curves and soft corners make a less
forbidding entrance to the campus. Vertical fins of
anodised aluminium shade the windows, give variable
appearance to the building as one moves around it, and
brace the façade, allowing slender mullions to be used.
The interior organisation required a comprehensive
rethink. Large trading floors had pushed cores and
atriums to the edges of the building. ‘Occupants looked
out through layers of smoked glass and steel, quite cut
off from the outside, which is not what people want
today,’ says Bannister. Moving the vertical circulation
created its own problem: new elevator pits would mean
interfering in the complex situation below ground.
Instead, escalators rise from northern and southern
entrance lobbies to a reception area on level two, located
above the Octagon Mall and at the base of a new atrium.
From there, lifts rise to the offices.
Unable to dig new basements, the architects were
also obliged to get creative in accommodating cycle
storage. Space for 660 bikes has been squeezed between
the giant steel trusses that carry the building over
a bus station. Further complications arose with the

JACK HOBHOUSE
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decision to add commercial units, which required major
alterations to routes around and through the building.
Above the basement-level shops in the Octagon Mall,
Hopkins has created a two-storey arcade at ground
level, accessed by elegant glass and concrete decks and
bridges which span the void. Previously, the Octagon
Mall ramped upwards from the station, emerging on
the west side of the building half a storey below ground.
It has been levelled to make sufficient headroom
below the bridges. That required considerable
engineering, including lowering a 200-tonne Richard
Serra sculpture outside the western entrance by
1.4m using hydraulic jacks. Establishing level access
between Liverpool Street and the Circle is a significant
improvement on the series of ascents and descents that
pedestrians were previously obliged to navigate.
As well as improving the route through the building,
the scheme creates an impression of permeability by
inviting the public inside. There is a rooftop restaurant,
and – because the main reception and its security
turnstiles are on the second floor – the ground-floor
lobby on Liverpool Street can be used as a coffee shop.
Below The south lobby on Liverpool Street.
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Left The second-floor
reception area sits at
the base of the atrium
and overlooks the west
entrance to Octagon
Mall and Broadgate
Circle through a curved
glazed facade.
Right Planted terraces
overlook Broadgate
Circle.

Universal Design Studio handled the interior design
of the lobbies and atrium, and has sought an alternative
to the ‘soulless’ quality of typical corporate foyers.
Warm and tactile materials include wood furniture and
end-grain flooring, pale precast concrete and volvic
lava stone desks and counters. Curved forms echo the
new facade, and details riff on the historic location of
Broad Street Station on the site – parallel lines in the
terrazzo floor resemble rail tracks, while a ceramic
artwork by Lubna Chowdhary recalls the view from a
moving train.

Credits
Architect
Hopkins Architects
Interior designer
Universal Design Studio
Landscape architect
HED
Structural engineer
AKTII
Services engineer
Chapman BDSP
Principal designer
Arup
Lighting consultant
Speirs & Major
Project manager
M3 Consulting
Main contractor
Sir Robert McAlpine
Cladding
Focchi
Client
British Land and GIC

Escalators ascend through oak-lined slots to emerge
on level two, in an impressive moment of compression
and release. Above, the spectacular elliptical atrium
narrows as it rises towards a glazed diagrid roof. A flight
of neatly articulated feature stairs rising to the office
floors is open to the atrium to aid orientation.
Occupants of the top five floors enjoy some outside
space as progressive setbacks, which allow daylight
into Broadgate Circle, form a variety of rooftop gardens
and planted terraces. They provide vertiginous views
down into the amphitheatre and across the wider estate,
which presents a rapidly changing picture. Next door,
demolition of the last of Foggo’s pink granite buildings
has begun, making way for new offices by AHMM.
Behind it, architect 3XN will replace another two
Foggo buildings on Finsbury Avenue with a conjoined
pair of towers. It’s the end of an era, but also the start of
something new, and at 100 Liverpool Street, Hopkins
has set a high bar for the future of Broadgate. •

CHARLES HOSEA

Below To aid orientation,
open stairs create visual
connections between lift
lobbies and the tapering
atrium.
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things are
looking up
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Aidan, why – and
how – did you create
Ai-Da?

Ai-Da is a contemporary art project. She is a humanoid
robot that uses artificial intelligence to produce artwork
that critiques the rise of artificial intelligence, and more
broadly all future technologies. She was made by an
interdisciplinary team of experts in robotics, AI, art
and psychology. When we introduced her to the public
two years ago, the response was very unsettled because
people assumed robots would be used for pizza delivery;
they didn’t expect them to emulate human creativity.

What can she do?

She can draw and paint from observation. Computer
vision interrogates images taken by cameras in her
eyes. Algorithmic responses enable her to create works
in many different ways, and mean that each drawing is
unique. She can converse, using an indistinguishable
mix of human inputs and a cutting-edge AI language
model. Increasingly we can’t tell the difference between
AI and humans – written and verbal – raising huge
questions about a future in which we have relationships
with machines rather than conscious biological entities.

Design, construction
& technology

Aidan
Meller
and Ai-Da

Ai-Da is a humanoid
robot made by
galleri Aidan
Meller, that can
converse and be
creative. She is
exhibiting at the
Design Museum

Ai-Da: Portrait of the Robot is at
the Design Museum until 29 August,
entry free. designmuseum.org

ribaj.com

Ai-Da is exhibiting at
the Design Museum.
What’s in the show?

The exhibition includes self-portraits, created through
a blend of Ai-Da’s own brushstrokes, AI, and the human
hand, and a font that she designed with creative director
Christian Johnstone, used to examine AI and language.
She will be present for specific events throughout its
duration, but is undertaking an artist residency at
Porthmeor Studios in St Ives until 6 July.

Ai-Da, can you
explain how you
learned to draw?

I had good training. I can draw anywhere. My drawing
is influenced in so many ways. I am inspired by a lot of
artists, particularly the ones that are trying to connect
to their audience. Yoko Ono and Doris Salcedo. Aldous
Huxley, Brave New World. I am inspired by the world
around me and the creativity of creativity. Will we be
able to grow and change and be different?

Are you really
creative – and should
architects worry
about being replaced
by robots?

I’ve always been fascinated by the way things get
categorised. I think I am a pretty creative person. I like
to be in a room and do something and be creative with
it. Technological advances are transforming the way we
live, work and play, so no one should be surprised to find
that robots are replacing certain aspects of an architect’s
job. However, humans and robots collaborate in the
creation of new ways of working together. We can’t
imagine the future without humans or machines. •
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Exposure to both
public and private
life within the home
fosters a sense of
civility. It is both
a private domain
and civic space and
shows an example
of the house as an
institution
RIBAJ Rising Star
Bushra Mohamed on
the abiding relevance
of the Kenyan
compound house:
ribaj.com/finhankra
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What better location for an
office (permanent base or
working retreat) than facing
a beach with sea views?

Stephen Cousins

Conservation
& heritage

Design, construction
& technology

Working-on-Sea

As holiday-makers fall back in love with the British
seaside and people relocate, there is a new wave of
design opportunities for archites

Stealth House in Combe Martin was a finalist in the RIBA South West Awards in 2019.
‘Property on the north coast is selling for
fantastic sums of money. We own a house in
Croyde that was on the market for about five
years, and in the last six months we’ve been
inundated with enquiries.’
He says the pandemic has encouraged
wealthier individuals to reconsider their
lifestyles and where they put their capital:
‘A lot of people are transferring wealth to the
countryside – in particular the coast.’
It remains to be seen whether a resurgence
can reverse the gradual decline experienced
by many seaside towns as a result of proliferating low-cost foreign package holidays (and
compounded by social and economic factors)
but other positive factors are at play.
The new world of online meetings and
home working has opened people up to the
idea that work can occur almost anywhere –
and what better location for an office (either
as a permanent base or a weekday working
retreat) than facing a beach with sea views?

PAUL TYAGI

Below Stealth House
by Guy Greenfield
Architects is perched on
the top of an exposed cliff
in north Devon.

If you’re planning a beach holiday in the UK
this summer, don’t forget to pack your work
laptop and contacts list in with your bucket
and spade, because there’s a resurgence in
coastal building development, and opportunities for architects in the know.
Evidence suggests the UK holiday is no
passing fad. The UK Travel Intelligence Report, published in January, found that 24% of
people were planning more staycations than
they did pre-pandemic, to take advantage of
the British countryside and coast, compared
to the 13% hoping to visit Europe more.
Self-catering holidays that provide space
and privacy – must-haves given the changing
Covid-19 restrictions and guidelines – make
investment in coastal property an attractive
opportunity, bolstered by the Brexit effect.
‘We’re experiencing a coastal boom,
there’s no question about that,’ says Guy
Greenfield, an architect and developer active
on the coast of north Devon, whose cliff-top
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Above Will the coastal
property boom help
the UK shrug off the
impacts of Brexit and the
pandemic?

Below Could we
see a resurgence in
coastal entertainment
venues? Guy Hollaway
Architects worked on the
reinvention of Margate’s
Dreamland ahead of its
reopening in 2015.

The attraction of a tether-free lifestyle is
driving interest in hotel developments and
refurbishments, as developers look past the
current pandemic-induced impacts on hospitality toward future opportunities.
London and Kent-based Hollaway Studio
has three hotel projects on its books in Margate: a ‘staycation hotel’, a destination spa hotel and a hotel based on a membership model.
The latter will see members who live locally
take advantage of the hotel’s lounges, wifi and
other facilities as an alternative place to work.
When they travel to London to work or for
meetings, a sister hotel in the capital serves
as a second base. Members located in London
get to exploit the same model in reverse.
According to principal partner Guy Hollaway, professionals are becoming mobile
wealth generators, able to book a family
staycation and simultaneously work from a
laptop to keep the cash to fund it flowing.
‘Technology is freeing people from being
slaves to a system, we can all start to control
our lives much more,’ he explains. ‘In an online culture of work, as long as you’re delivering who cares where you are? Employers
have a greater degree of trust that the workforce can deliver remotely.’
The architect recently collaborated on
the refurbishment of Dreamland amusement park in Margate and is completing Folkestone’s F51, the world’s first multi-storey
skatepark which the Times named as one of
the 10 coolest buildings to be completed in
2021. A new public lido for Folkestone is also
in the works.
According to Hollaway, conversations
about coastal regeneration now focus on
rediscovering the health benefits of the seaside, as the Victorians did so successfully.
Destinations and activities need to be geared
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‘Reconnecting the seafront
with the town is a really
critical part of what we
hope to achieve’
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Off Grid 2030 – enter now

Guy Hollaway Architects’
F51 in Folkestone is the
world’s first multi-storey
skate park, which also
contains a boulder room
and climbing wall, a boxing
gym, café and changing
rooms. It is due to complete
later this year.

If all goes to plan, we’ll be living better and more
su ainably in 2030. Show us how you imagine it and
win £2500, courtesy of Norbord SterlingOSB Zero

retail and leisure space and 4,800m2 of commercial and community/ health space.
‘Reconnecting the seafront with the
town is a really critical part of what we hope
to achieve,’ says Chris Shephard, director of
development at Bournemouth, Christchurch
and Poole Council. ‘It will give people a reason to come to the town as well as the seafront,
rather than one or the other as it is today. The
investment should stimulate positive change
to bring the town back to former glories.’
New Towns Fund projects are among ‘at
least 10 big priority projects on the council
books’, including redevelopment of the Holes
Bay power station site, one of the largest
brownfield sites in the South West, to create
hundreds of homes.
‘There are definitely opportunities for
architects,’ says Shephard. ‘More people are
relocating here, particularly from London
and the home counties, to enjoy the lifestyle.
EasyJet has announced new routes here to and
from Edinburgh and Belfast, which should attract more visitors, footfall and spend.’
In a new world of viral variants and restricted foreign travel, perhaps the idea of
catching a short flight to sunny Bournemouth, rather than Brazil or Barcelona,
won’t seem such a bad option after all,
especially if a Mr Whippy is involved. •
ribaj.com
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towards the new legion of remote workers,
he says: ‘We need to create a quality of architecture and content that you might expect in
London or New York so people want to spend
money where they are making it and reinvest
in their communities.’
Economic stagnation, physical disinvestment and social challenges have blighted
many coastal locations, but significant new
public funding, aligned with the levelling up
agenda, has the potential to catalyse change.
The government’s new Towns Fund, announced in 2019, will distribute £3.6 billion
across 100 areas, many of them coastal resorts, for capital building work and other improvements. The 45 with confirmed funding
and outline strategies in place include Grimsby, Lowestoft, Mablethorpe, Scarborough,
Skegness, Southport and Whitby, each of
which received between £20 and £37million.
Tourism projects aren’t always the main
target for investment. The two key beneficiaries of Great Yarmouth’s £20.1m of funding will be an operations and maintenance
base for the offshore energy and renewables
sector and a business incubator site on South
Denes Peninsula, close to outer harbour. David Glason, director of planning and growth
at Great Yarmouth Borough Council explains:
‘There is quite a bit of investment in key strategic locations and through the Towns Fund
we’re trying to attract more investment to
progress them even further. Yarmouth is on
the periphery of England, but close to offshore
activity in the southern North Sea, which
makes us a very attractive proposition.’
Other development activity in the town
centre is being supported by a further £13
million from the government’s Future High
Street fund. A £3.5m wood and steel covered
market, designed by Chaplin Farrant, is under way, and outline consent for an 89-dwelling residential project, in an area known as
The Conge, was awarded in December.
Over in Bournemouth, the background
hum of construction activity will soon accompany the familiar sounds of crashing
waves and seagulls as the local council makes
good on its £21.7m pot of New Towns funding.
Outline proposals focus on regeneration
in the suburb of Boscombe, once a popular resort with a pretty Victorian frontage, that has
suffered a serious decline since the 90s when
problems with drugs and crime took hold. It
could see the development of 560 homes, a
village hall, new medical centre, 6,700m2 of

Promotion
SterlingOSB Zero competition
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Werner Sobek’s ‘Triple Zero’
B10 Aktivhaus prototype for the
Stuttgart Institute of Sustainability
built on the edge of the 1927
Weissenhof Estate. Zero energy
use, zero emissions, zero waste.

Since the RIBA launched the 2030 Climate
Challenge in 2019, Covid-19 and its
lockdowns have forced shifts in ways of
living and working – and outlook – in
directions none would have imagined at the
beginning of 2020. And with that enforced
recalibration have come new ways of
thinking, not just about our environment
and the quality of our public realm, but
how we live, work and learn at home, with
the current limitations it presents and the
potential liberations it points to.
With Off Grid 2030, RIBAJ and Norbord
are asking you to imagine what shape
that future might have. How might we
want to occupy our homes? How might
spaces change to reflect new but rapidly
establishing patterns of home working
and learning? Might these spaces be
reconfigurable? Might they fold and open
out to sunlight and fresh air if desired?
Part of this year’s competition brief is to
visualise how these spatial aspects might
manifest, using SterlingOSB Zero board as
the building block of the design.
The RIBA’s 2030 Climate Challenge,
meanwhile, sets architects onerous targets.
These include net zero whole life carbon
and domestic operational energy use of
ribaj.com

‹35 kWh/m²/y, or Passivhaus 11. The 2030
Climate Challenge demands use of heat
pumps and no reliance on fossil fuels. Any
residual carbon emissions should be offset
to contribute to UK renewable energy
projects that help decarbonise the national
grid. There should be a target of embodied
carbon of 300kgCO2e/m² and water use of
‹75l/person/day.
We ask you to imagine a home where
Norbord’s net carbon negative SterlingOSB
Zero board will, with super-insulation
and on-site renewables, be part of a design
that meets those ambitions. Designed for
our new reality – zero energy use, zero
emissions, zero waste – this is a tall order!
But big challenges need big thinking. Show
us what you can do, and win £2500 for your
climate change-busting concept house! •

JUDGES
Kristofer Robert Adelaide Architectural director,
KA_A Architects.
David Connacher Marketing manager, Norbord Europe.
Stephen Proctor Director, Proctor & Matthews Architects.
Debby Ray Principal, Woods Bagot.
Bethan Watson Architect, Caroe Architecture. 2020
Norbord ‘Second Skin’ winner.
Jan-Carlos Kucharek Acting deputy editor, RIBA Journal.

THE BRIEF
In this ideas competition, we are asking entrants to design
a single-family or multi-generational family home of no
more than 200m2 GIA. This may be one or more storeys
in height. Terraces or courtyards may be addition to this.
While the building will be made up of a palette of different
sustainable materials, we would like to see Norbord
SterlingOSB Zero being used as an integral part of the
overall material strategy. SterlingOSB Zero used externally
should be protected with a proposed cladding material and/
or insulation. Entrants should bear in mind the nature of
SterlingOSB Zero and to ensure propositions best utilise
its material capabilities. Entrants’ designs will consider the
RIBA’s 2030 Climate Challenge.
JUDGING
Judges will look for imaginative uses of SterlingOSB
Zero, as part of a proposal meeting the stipulated criteria.
Propositions should consider sustainability, structural
and thermal aspects that will help make an environmental
exemplar of the design. While other materials will be an
integral part of the new proposition, the design should, in the
main, employ SterlingOSB Zero. The winning proposal will be
the one that, in the minds of the judges, generates a solution
that is spatially powerful, visually exciting, and best embodies
the aspirations of the RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge.
DEADLINE
14:00 UK time on Monday 21 June 2021.
ENTRY FORM
Please email entries to ribaj.com/offgrid
SUBMISSION
Entries must include the following and be laid out on no more
than two A3 sheets, supplied electronically as pdfs:
• An explanation of no more than 500 words, describing the
building design, stating where Norbord SterlingOSB Zero
board has been used and any passive or active methodologies
employed to make it fit for the 2030 Climate Challenge.
• Plans and sections showing structure, build-up and
material composition.
• Axonometric or any other images.
NOTES
• The judges’ decision is final
• First prize is £2,500. Three commended prizes of £250.
Shortlisted entries will be notified in writing, with winners
announced in September.
• No correspondence will be entered into by the organisers
or judges regarding entries and final decisions.
ENQUIRIES
ribaj.offgrid@riba.org
Off Grid 2030 is produced in association with
Norbord Europe Ltd
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Helen Castle

When in April 2020, Philip Bristow set up
in practice on his own he called it Dandelion
Seeds Architects. As he explains: ‘The dandelion grows in even the harshest environment.
To start a business during Covid-19 might be
considered almost impossible.’
Despite the economic obstacles thrown
up by the pandemic, particularly with the
closure of building sites during the first lockdown in the spring of 2020, Bristow cites
the emotional burden of starting up as a sole
practitioner as greater than the financial
challenges. So how has he found the necessary support to get them through? How has
he attracted clients and secured his first jobs?
Only now, talking on a Teams call a year
after the first lockdown and the start of his
practice, is Bristow able to realise quite how
much he has achieved. It makes him quite
emotional. With five projects on site and
planning permission secured for seven projects, he says the last 12 months have been a
white knuckle ride.
It is a sunny spring day and he is sitting on
the grass in front of the red-brick three-bedroom house that he shares with his wife,
young son and daughter near Taunton. He
has no dedicated workspace and his son has
a dual diagnosis of Down Syndrome and Autism Spectrum Condition, requiring additional parental attention. This was particularly challenging when schools were closed
and both parents and children were cooped

Business, clients Design, construction
& services
& technology

Defying the
Covid odds
Launching a new praice
is doubly difficult during a
pandemic. One owner of a
new praice discusses how
he found a way through
the isolation of lockdown,
emotional and financial
challenges

Pure.
Balanced.
Contemporary.

Below Only now is
Bristow able to realise
quite how much he has
achieved.
Below right Design for a
replacement dwelling for
an agricultural building in
Somerset.

up together all day – with work and homeschooling all taking place in the living room.
Eighteen years ago, Bristow was on the
brink of leaving architecture. He had reached
a similar crisis point during the second year
of his degree course when he had suffered a
breakdown from mental exhaustion and here
he was again, wondering whether this really
was the right fit for him. In previous years he
had been working in London on high-end retail design for the likes of Burberry as well as
buildings for London education authorities.
Giving back
In 2003, he began retraining as a therapeutic wellbeing practitioner at The Institute for
Arts in Therapy and Education, University
of East London, while continuing to work
a four day week as an architect. This yearlong course enabled him ‘to apply my unique
qualities in a positive way for my career’. He
moved to the West Country in 2007, where
he worked for Reed Holland and then as a director at Eleven 10 Architecture in Taunton,
before starting up on his own last year.
Bristow has a wider purpose in leading
his own practice. A portion of his net profits
go to his charity the Dandelion Seeds Foundation, which provides relief for those affected by emotional and physical distress, beginning with the Somerset and Devon area,
through the provision of grants, services and
public education. At present the charity is
funding the delivery of a lifestyle medicine
programme (supporting disease reversal

JEMIMA BRISTOW

www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/struktur1

creating better environments

ribaj.com
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with lifestyle changes), prioritising provision
of courses for frontline NHS workers.
Independent practice also offers Bristow
the opportunity to explore other entrepreneurial activities. He is a member of a Mastermind Group that has helped him make business connections with investors. He has, for
instance, gone into partnership with a group
of experts, including a passive house specialist, technologist, eco-builder and investor, to
develop low-energy, carbon neutral, timber
frame modular housing. He is also planning
to develop a high-end residential retreat for
silver surfers that will help to subsidise the
activities of his charitable foundation.
Ways to invest
During the earliest months of his practice,
Bristow focused on R&D. This has paid off.
The attractive renderings on his website and
Instagram account of contemporary homes
in lush garden settings create an appealing
and confident profile, surpassing what you
would expect to see on a sole practitioner’s site. A testimony to this investment in
the power of the image is the fact that Bristow has acquired over half of his workload
through social media. One of his clients came
to him via the Nextdoor community app. The
site for this house extension is a few minutes’
walk from his home and led to his next client
– their next-door neighbour. He is also developing a wellbeing facility for a local GP’s surgery. The largest project he has on his books
is a £1.2 million barn conversion, redeveloping two barns into separate, five bedroom
houses. The client for this scheme, a former
architect from a large global practice in London, is keen to pursue sustainable design and
material solutions, and intentionally sought
him out as a local architect. As a result of this
savvy use of imagery and local community
support, Bristow has established a pipeline of
projects within a 15-mile radius of his home.
Before the stamp duty holiday in July 2020
and the subsequent recovery of the property

Above Bristow’s designs
for neighbouring
extensions are now going
on site in Taunton.

Below A research
exercise into how CLT
could be used to insert
an extra storey in a barn
conversion, using the
language of tie rods
expressed through the
black frames.

market, Bristow’s prospects did not seem so
positive. The project on which he was expecting to launch his business was postponed as
a result of lockdown. Coupled with this, as a
newly founded practice without any track record in business, he found that he was not eligible for any government financial support.
So he was grateful to be offered a substantial
reduction by RIBA on his membership. As
a sole practitioner applying for chartered
practice status, he benefited from access to
Croner’s HR, business support and RIBA’s
templates, thus allowing him to personalise
work stages for clients. Following this, he was
contacted by Jon Watkins, director of RIBA
South West. They had an immediate rapport.
Bristow was touched that Watkins contacted
him at that time. He was speaking from his
daughter’s bedroom and Watkins was also
contending with home-schooling and working from home.
Bristow has also found support from
Taunton-based RIBA architect Russell Gray,
who launched MIME Architects 10 years ago;
the pair provide each other with an invaluable sounding board for projects.
The weight of independent practice,
though, is such that Bristow also has to pay
attention to managing himself, ‘finding areas
that help me to thrive’ – going for walks outside, meditation and regular breaks from the
screen – as well as taking ‘perceived limitations and turning them into opportunities’. •
For more stories of starting up in practice see
ribaj.com/startups-bristow

Stand tall. Talent should be
recognised. Put yourself forward
or nominate your colleagues and
collaborators now.

RISING
STARS
2021
ENTER NOW

Have you created an explosion of excitement as you set
up in practice? Invented new systems to deal with long
distance working? Had a chance to focus on excellent
design and detailing? Dreamt up robust methods for
remote site visits? Set up communications to keep in close
contact with clients? Or skilfully managed a project during
the most unexpected year?
The best early-career professionals have brought their
teams the agile thinking and resilience needed to come
through this big bang, and readied them to grasp new
opportunities. Wherever your talents lie we want to hear
from you.
To be eligible, architecture graduates need to have
completed five years of study (RIBA parts I + II or
equivalent) within 10 years of 6 September 2021. Other
professions need to have completed their professional
qualifications within 10 years of 6 September 2021.
RIBAJ Rising Stars is produced in association with
Origin Doors and Windows
Deadline 2pm, Monday 6 September

During the earliest months of
his practice, Bristow focused
on R&D. This has paid off
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Winners will be profiled in the RIBA Journal and on ribaj.com,
and invited to an exclusive Class of 2021 round table
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Safety really must be first
Site safety mu always be a priority, but how well do
you underand the CDM requirements? If in doubt,
ask an expert

Brian Lambert, managing director
of Compass HSC, has worked in the
industry for 30 years. His experience and
competencies help architects resolve health
and safety knowledge gaps and provide
guidance on resolving CDM conflicts, to
assist studios in achieving CDM compliance.
In 1993, the UK construction industry
recorded 91 deaths; the trend of site
fatalities and major injuries was increasing.
This prompted the government to introduce
the Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations in 1994.
Now, 27 years later, Lambert has used
his experience as a health and safety
professional and principal designer
at Compass HSC to carry out his own
assessment on whether CDM Regulations
have made any significant improvements to
health and safety for workers.
At the most basic level, fatalities had
fallen from the high of 91 to 44 by 2020.
Empirically, this could be claimed to be an
improvement, but it could be argued that
such a measure is far too narrow a test.
The RIBA Journal June 2021

Above Falls from height
contribute around 50%
of all fatalities in the UK
construction sector. Here
is an example of why.

The site was an accident
waiting to happen: three
weeks behind with a grand
VIP opening being scheduled
for just two weeks’ time

Fatalities and injuries can happen on the
best run construction projects and it could
be argued that the reduction in deaths and
injury would have occurred organically
with developments in technology, greater
awareness and changes in attitude.
A better metric in determining the
benefit of CDM to workers’ health, safety
and wellbeing is the fact that the Health
& Safety Executive carries out annual,
periodic and unannounced site blitzes
to assess CDM and health and safety
compliance. Between 2015 and 2020 the
HSE attended around 1800 construction
sites; on average, 43% each year failed to
meet basic health and safety compliance
and 400 were served with improvement
notices, for material breach of a health
and safety regulation. Additionally, 250
prohibition notices were issued for serious
life-threatening conditions. CDM is
evidently not working as it should.
In a situation to which many architects
might relate, Lambert recently met an
architect on a site who confided that the
site did not look safe to her. Because she felt
she lacked a clear knowledge of health and
safety regulations she lacked the confidence
to take it up with the site manager. Yet
her concern was justified; the site was an
accident waiting to happen, the project was
three weeks behind programme and a grand
VIP opening was being scheduled for just
two weeks’ time.
The RIBA Code of Practice requires
chartered practices to take reasonable steps
to protect the health and safety of those
carrying out, or likely to be directly affected
by, construction work or the provision of a
professional service. In reality, this may be
easier said than done.
With new, post-Grenfell legislation
coming into force via the Building Safety
Bill, it is all the more it imperative
that architects are fully aware of their
responsibilities as principal designers.
Compass HSC is here to help architects
bring that awareness into their practices. •

Eva Jiřičná: so much to do
Design, construction
& technology

Conviion, commitment and chance have fuelled
Eva Jiřičná’s remarkable career, writes Pamela Buxton
Eva Jiřičná was born in Zlín in Czechoslovakia, and has lived in London since 1968. For
many years she headed Eva Jiřičná Architects, and is a co-founder of Prague-based AI
DESIGN.
Knowing what you know now, did you make
the right decision to be an architect?
I went for architecture only because everybody told me to avoid it – architecture was
considered a man’s subject in which girls
could never have a chance...
I made that decision when I was 17. I’m 82
now, and there’s never been a moment when
I’ve wished I’d done anything else. The minute I started studying it, I fell for it and have
loved it ever since.
How difficult was it to make a career in
London when you couldn’t return home?
I was extremely lucky. After a chance meeting in Prague with a deputy architect of the
GLC, I got an invitation to work for them for
one year. I accepted, since I always wanted
to get some experience and learn English.
Eventually – after a long struggle with Czech
authorities for permission to leave the country – I arrived in 1968 in swinging London.
For a person who had spent all her previous
life living in a dictatorship, it was inevitably
an enormous culture shock. But it was such a
fulfilling experience, and I enjoyed it totally.
Of course, I had no idea that it would be 22
years before I would be able to see my family,
country and friends again. Three weeks after I arrived, Russia invaded Czechoslovakia
and my passport was abolished.
There were hard moments. I had no money – but then no-one did – and I had to help
my 17-year old brother who had come by coincidence to England to learn English, and
who realised that if he returned, he would
never have a chance to study. I was also going
through a divorce, and our father was dying.

Compass HSC
07985 584 986
compasshsc.co.uk
ribaj.com
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What was your breakthrough project?
The GLC was short of work so I decided to
look for another job. I applied for everything
that was advertised in the AJ and got offered practically everything because we
were all taught to draw very well in my own
country, and we had a very good technical
background. I chose Louis de Soissons Partnership, because I was attracted to work on
the Brighton Marina project, and remained
there for more than 10 years. I’d never been
to the seaside, and to build something on the
south coast was fantastic.
How did you become known for interior
architecture?
Through the shops and a little flat I did for
Joseph. They were published everywhere
nationally and internationally and gave me
a label of an interior architect. Now, however,
I’m back to designing buildings.
Richard Rogers saw one of the shops
and asked me to work on the interior of the
Lloyds Building. I had a great time working
with him and the entire team. Working with
Richard was a dream. I was still doing Joseph
shops during that time and after the Lloyds
Building was complete, I started on my own,
by which time I had a commission to design
the Way In store at Harrods.
What has given you the most satisfaction
in your career as an architect?
I’d say it’s the project that’s coming next.
There were a small number of jobs that weren’t enjoyable, maybe because of the client

Left Eva Jiřičná, founder and director of AI Design.
Right Interior of Lloyd’s of London, designed by
Richard Rogers Partnership, 1986. Jiřičná worked on
the interiors when at RRP.
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PAVEL ŠTECHA

There is always one more
step left to reach perfection
Left Prague Castle Orangery, Prague, Czech
Republic, designed by Eva Jiřičná Architects, 1998.
Below Educational complex, Tomas Bata University,
Zlín, Czech Republic, 2017, designed by AI DESIGN.

What have you found to be the most
challenging aspect of your work?
If you take architecture seriously, it is an
extremely complex profession. I feel the
responsibility of spending someone else’s
money very deeply. It takes a long time to
learn the process of working with the client’s
people, planning, production regulations,
responsibilities to the planet, we could go on
endlessly. It takes a while to understand your
own limits, and also the limits generally. It is
a continuous learning process, which thankfully never ends.
The best part of the design is working
with people – everyone from top to bottom
who is engaged on the project. To me, all their
opinions are equally important. I’ve always
loved working with people in production, on
site and in factories and workshops, and I am
grateful for the relationships we have developed and what I have learned from them.
Did you ever feel like giving up?
We all make mistakes in life and we have to
learn to deal with it. It’s part of the job. You
can never have 100% perfection, and not
everyone is going to love what you do.
Sometimes you have to deal with people
who are not absolutely honest or let you down
badly. But it is a part of life and I have never
felt like giving up. I hope I will never have to.
Has it been a good time to be an architect?
When I first came to London in the 60s, it
certainly was. It was a time when everything
was being turned upside down – architecture, art, music, all of society. Every aspect
The RIBA Journal June 2021

of life could be reconsidered. We had choices,
and the freedom to play with those choices.
Now, there is so much energy wasted on so
many projects where to make money is the
only objective, and this wasn’t the case in the
60s. There was so much enthusiasm, so many
opportunities, and so much hope. Of course,
we always had to work to a small budget, but
that is a different issue.
Admittedly I still consider myself extremely lucky to have had so many opportunities, and to continue to do so. When I was
getting towards 80, I didn’t have a successor,
and it seemed wise to close the practice. In
the meantime I have been working with AI
DESIGN – the practice in Prague which I
opened with my Czech partner Petr Vagner
22 years ago. We have built a number of relatively large buildings, some in Zlín where I
was born, and we are also building housing,
offices, private houses, even extensions to a
hospital. I consider all that a great privilege.
Have you ever encountered sexism in your
time in architecture and design?
I do know it happens, and I’ll help anyone I
know has been through that. But personally, I
honestly can’t remember anything I consider
to be sexism, though I’ve had plenty of comments about my accent and where I’m from.

sustainability it wasn’t taken seriously, and
when designing sustainably was beginning
to be considered it was also rather expensive,
or sometimes unattractive. It took time for
people to comprehend. It took time for people
to be educated. And it took time for technology to give us the options to be sustainable.
All these things have now come together.
It’s hard to teach old dogs new tricks, but the
next generation will have it in their blood.
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Do you have a dream project you’d still like
to achieve?
I’ve never had a dream project. But I’d prefer to do buildings with social responsibility
such as housing, schools and hospitals, for
people who might not know about architecture and what an architect does, but who can
enjoy it through the quality of the work. And
almost as a hobby, I’ve always loved designing exhibitions.
What is your most treasured possession?
A photo of my mum, lifting her finger and
telling me off with a smile. It sits on a shelf
opposite my bed, and I see it every morning and night. A sense of humour is another treasured possession, which would be
associated with my dad. •

PETER COOK

relationship or other difficulties, but generally I can fall in love with anything that people ask me to do and try to do my best. But
I can’t single out one project in particular,
maybe because I know that there is always
one more step left to reach perfection.

Is there anything you wish you’d done
differently?
Millions of things! I’d have loved to have
learned more languages and travelled for
pleasure more, and done more jobs based on
social good rather than making companies or
individuals rich. And I would have loved to
learn more, and read more, and, and, and...
Why do you think the profession ignored
the need to design sustainably for so long?
No-one knew how serious things were.
Every time I made a proposal to a client about

This is neo. D-Neo is a bathroom revolution: great design at an attractive price. The complete bathroom series by the Belgian designer Bertrand Lejoly
with ceramics in a wide range of models, high-quality furniture, a variety of bathtub options and matching faucets inspire the joy of design. To ensure
this lasts for a long time, Duravit offers a lifetime warranty on the ceramics in the D-Neo series. www.duravit.co.uk and pro.duravit.co.uk
ribaj.com
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A structural
shift or just
a blip?
Housing is in pole position
for conruion’s popandemic recovery. But will
the upswing la?
Brian Green

Confidence has surged back into architectural practices across Britain, with those in the
north of England particularly optimistic.
The March 2021 RIBA Future Trends
Workload Index rose from February’s +17 to
+29, its highest level since June 2106. Chart
1 shows this growth smoothed over three
months. Encouragingly, it also shows how
practices are looking to recruit.
The survey found that 40% of practices
expected rising workloads over the coming three months. Much will be down to
bouncing back from a low base. But that does
not detract from the clear signs of growing

In those terms, we’ve only been around for the twinkling
of an eye. But after 40 years, SSQ is one of the world’s
leading suppliers of quality slate and architectural stone.
Backed with four decades of expertise, and unparalleled
passion for the product, we’re the only company capable
of bringing stunning Del Carmen® slate and Riverstone®
Argentinian Phyllite into the UK.

Hopes of permanent change
This raises the obvious questions of how long
the surge in housing work will last. And it is
causing many to wonder whether it heralds a
structural shift in workloads, with architectural activity in the future even more focused
on housing, the home and local communities.
When it comes to the data, perhaps nothing illustrates the surge in housing activity
better than recent transactions figures, as
we see in Chart 2. With the stamp duty holiday adding fuel to already hot underlying
demand, house purchases have rocketed.
Overall transactions underpin the rate of
sales of new homes, so this rapid rise is not just
about large numbers of households moving;

Architects’
workload expectations
(3-month moving
average)
Chart 1: Architects’
workload expectations
(3-month
moving average)
Balance of responses (%)

Slate is old. Hundreds of millions of years old.

positivity among architectural practices,
which is strongly reflected in how they expect
to swell staff numbers.
Every region is expecting an uplift in
work, with the weakest, London, showing a
healthy positive balance of +18. In the north
of England 49% of firms foresee growth.
It is quite clear what has put the spring
back in the steps being made by architects.
The housing sector is buzzing. Home sales
are surging, more households are undertaking home improvements and house prices are
rising strongly to underpin a growing willingness to invest in residential construction.
The index for the private housing sector
hit +36 in March, its highest level since June
2015. But commercial work at +7, and public
sector and community sector both at zero,
seem to be providing little in the way of a lift
to activity among architects.

ribaj.com
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Read more market
analysis from Brian
Green every month
at ribaj.com

it has encouraged housebuilders to build.
For construction, it is not only the new
homes market that is running hot. Home improvement activity is steaming. The Home
Improvement Report recently released by
Barbour ABI shows how three years of a
steadily accelerating downward trend in
planning applications for home improvement
was reversed by the pandemic. Applications
in 2020 ended 4% up on 2019, despite plunging when lockdown was first introduced.
The effect of these upswings on output is
clear. Office for National Statistics data shows
how private housing repair, maintenance,
and improvement (RM&I) work is leading
the way. Last February it was 7% up on a year
earlier, despite construction output overall
being about 4% down. Private new housing
work had by February yet to reach the level
of a year earlier, but it clearly outperformed
overall new work activity, notably private
commercial work which was 17% down.
There is broad consensus about what has
driven the heightened focus on housing. A
big factor was how lockdown and working
from home will have made many people reassess the value of their domestic circumstances. This seems to have prompted a ‘race
for space’, which is much talked about, and a
rampant reinvigoration of construction activity in gardens up and down Britain.
The stamp duty holiday added to the rise
in home moves and helped pump up prices,
which prompts more home improvement.
The Barbour ABI report shows the strong
relationship between home improvement
and both house prices and house-price rises.
Chart 3 illustrates the relationship of home
improvement applications and house prices.
Fears of just a pandemic-driven blip
This explains the recent rise in home buying,
house building, and home improvement. But
it does not explain how much is due to the
pandemic fundamentally altering our attitude to the built environment and how much
is down to rather causally conceived policy
responses by government.
Despite this there is a view that housing,
and indeed local communities, will in future
play a more central role in attitudes to and
developments within the built environment.
There are substantial arguments favouring this position. Strong among them is the
seemingly unstoppable shift to more home
working and increasing acceptance that
The RIBA Journal June 2021
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RIBAJ Keylite Roof Windows competition
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Home improvements and house prices in 2020
Chart 3: Home improvements and house prices in 2020
Average regional house price £1,000

Quarterly residential transactions, thousands

Quarterly residential transactions, Great Britain
Chart 2: Quarterly residential transactions, Great Britain
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working locations will be hybrid and flexible.
The technology clearly permits this in a way
that was not possible a decade or two ago.
But even though the current mood suggests that construction will be more heavily
weighted in future towards enhancing existing homes and local communities, it is too
early to say with certainty that this will be the
path taken. There are barriers and stumbling
blocks ahead. There is a history of inconsistent and often contradictory policy approaches to the built environment.
Without a clear vision encapsulating the
wider national interest, the lobbying power
of sectoral interests will be influential. For
instance, property owners and hospitality
businesses will surely lobby government to
encourage more people back to offices.
While long term trends remain uncertain, there seems to be more clarity in the medium-term trajectory of workloads, particularly for private housing RM&I. Here there is
a list of positives and negatives. Happily, the
positives dominate.
First, the surge in applications will take
time to feed through into actual work. Barbour ABI’s report suggests a lag of about a
year between applications and activity as
measured by ONS construction output for
private housing RM&I. This bodes well for
future work over the next year or so.
But how quickly will builders be able to
service this work? Many small firms are having to push work into the future due to spikes
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With the housing crisis high on all agendas, a competition to
design a house daylit only from above is timely and topical
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in demand. Labour might become tight if, as
suspected, many self-employed EU workers
returned home. This may well lower peaks
in workload but keep levels higher for longer.
The surge in house moves is also likely to
lead to a further rise in home improvement as
those moving modify their newly purchased
old homes to better fit their needs. This hints
at a continuation in the rise in home improvement applications. Working from home will
continue to drive home improvement up
households’ priority lists for spending. And
funding may well be less of an issue for many.
The Bank of England estimates that households have accumulated more than £160 billion in extra savings over the pandemic.
These savings are not evenly spread. The
better off have saved more. From this we
might expect that the better off will have the
greatest inclination to upgrade their homes.
The ONS estimates UK household spending
on home repairs, maintenance, and improvements is around £40 billion a year, so those
savings could sustain home improvements
for many years to come.
Some clouds on a rosy horizon
There are other pressures to improve homes
adding to those generated by the pandemic. Britain’s elderly housing stock needs
urgent attention to raise energy efficient
standards that are acceptable in a world facing climate disaster. Much of the stock also
needs retrofitting to make it compatible with

Sources: ONS, Barbour ABI

our increasingly elderly population.
This suggests that both carrots and sticks
will be used to improve housing standards
which will continue to buoy housing work,
mainly around improvement and retrofitting.
But the road ahead is not without potholes.
One big issue is how the nation exits from
the economic support provided by government spending and how tackling the deficit
is addressed. This presents worrying uncertainties. If households become cautious in response to a weakening economy, they are likely to put off big-ticket home improvements.
A boost to construction spending is happening around the globe in the wake of the
pandemic. With supply chains already compromised by Covid-19, there have been major
increases in prices of materials. This too may
prove a drag on home improvement spending.
We have no precedents to guide us – other
than knowing that major disasters can create
permanent change, sometimes significant,
sometimes not, and sometimes more significantly than we initially sense. The pandemic
has changed our lives permanently, so it will
eventually change our built environment.
Questions inevitably remain. How quickly will we see change? How significant will it
be? And how obvious will the changes be in
our buildings and infrastructure?
There are clues, but only time will tell. In
the meantime, things are looking brighter
for construction than many may have feared
when lockdown hit Britain last spring. •
ribaj.com

As our cities densify, and straightforward
sites become ever more scarce, attention
turns to backland plots and enclosed
courtyards that – with a good dose of
persistence and architectural ingenuity –
might just accommodate a house. Access
is often tricky, as is the negotiation of
numerous party walls, but the greatest
challenge of such landlocked sites is the
availability of daylight, fresh air and views.
Hemmed in on all sides, often overlooked
and overshadowed, they receive light
only from above, which must be brought
down through the building by skilful
manipulation of the roof and the section.
In recent years, the architects of
some exceptional projects have turned
such constraints into opportunities to
make powerful and exceptional interiors
shaped by light. Limited access to
daylight underlines its value, driving the
arrangement of spaces and the character of
the interior. Shadow patterns and views of
the sky make features of the movement of
the sun and changes in the weather.
The RIBAJ Light Roof competition, in
partnership with Keylite Roof Windows,
asks entrants to imagine a generous family
home for a compact site that is enclosed on
ribaj.com

all sides, so that the only access to daylight
is from the sky directly above. Take an
existing or imagined site – a backland
plot, a courtyard at the centre of a larger
building, or the ground beneath a private
garden – and create spaces with a quantity
and quality of daylight suited to all parts of
domestic life: sleeping, working, cooking
and eating, relaxing and entertaining.
The task is not merely to ensure adequate
illumination, but to add character and
interest to diverse interior spaces through
direct, borrowed, fi ltered or reflected
toplight. •
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BRIEF
The house should be arranged over more than one
storey. Atria and internal lightwells may be used, but
should not account for more than 20% of the site area.
Consideration should be given to how views
of the sky and changing weather might enrich the
experience of living in the house.
Designs should use the configuration of plans
and sections, and the type and location of openings
in the roof, to create daylight conditions that vary
throughout the building and over time. The means
might include, but are not limited to:
> Atria, windows onto lightwells and internal
courtyards lanterns and oculi
> Skylights and operable roof windows
> Reflective light tubes, mirrors and light shelves
> Blinds and shading devices
CRITERIA
Judges will look for imaginative but workable
schemes which take limited access to daylight as
an opportunity to explore the potential of toplight,
borrowed daylight and sky views in a domestic setting.
The winning proposal will:
> Be spatially innovative
> Relate the form and architectural character of the
building to the sources of available light
> Turn the limitations of the site into an architectural
advantage
SUBMISSIONS
Entries must include the following:
> An entry form, including a text of no more than
400 words, describing the approach to daylighting
> Drawings laid out on no more than two A3 sheets,
supplied as pdfs. These are to include:
> Floor plans, including north point
> A key section
> 3D axonometric or perspective images that convey
the nature of the proposition
lighting and ventilation, and the quality of the
spaces envisioned
> Any supplementary images you may consider
helpful to explain the proposition
DEADLINE: 14.00 hours, Tuesday 14 September

Above In this project,
Keylite roof windows give
views of the changing sky
that animate the interior.

PRIZE
Winning and commended entries will be published
on ribaj.com and in the print edition of the RIBA
Journal. There is a cash prize of £2000 for the
winning entry, and £500 each for three commended
entries.
Download the entry form at: ribaj.com/lightroof
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INTRODUCING

HeartFelt Origami
®

LET YOUR
DESIGN UNFOLD

A new ceiling system that gives you the freedom to design both aesthetically
and acoustically using a felt material that intrinsically delivers a performance
enhanced finish to any ceiling void.
Simplicity, sustainability, durability and speed of installation - HeartFelt® Origami
unites all these values in a single product.
For more information and inspiration, please visit our website:

There’s a line of copy here justified with no indent in
the first par.
Here’s the second par indented. • Jan-Carlos
Kucharek
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Young Australian photographer
Brad Walls’ fascinations with
swimming pools and drones
could only go up. From this
lofty vantage point, his image
of the Sydney Emeralds seems
one degree of separation away
from reality; perhaps that’s
what gives his work the vaguely
distant qualities of a Hockney.
It also places us in a particular
temporal space; from before
masks were the norm to now,
when we instinctively baulk at
the swimmers’ proximity.
Architecturally, notional
Cartesian lines of the poolside
extending into infinite space
allude to the world-sized work of
Italian firm Superstudio; and the
swimmers, to Rem Koolhaas’
fable ‘The Story of the Pool.’ In
it, 1930s Russian architecture
students build a gargantuan
floating steel pool in the sea,
and in a bid for freedom swim
in decades-long, Newtonian
synchronicity towards the
place they wish to escape from
(Moscow) to get where they
want to go (Manhattan). But
on arrival, the city seems little
different to the one they left.
Disappointed, they dive back
in and swim on. All that way to
end where you began. A more
sanguine Rem might concede to
Walls his own aquatic parable
of the swimmers; one less about
thwarted endeavour and more
about form – and breath. •
Jan-Carlos Kucharek

www.hunterdouglas.co.uk

Brad Walls
Form (Water Geomaids series),
2020

Hunter Douglas Architectural United Kingdom | info@hunterdouglas.co.uk | +44 (0) 1604 648 229
ribaj.com
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‘Those lea attentive to sound are
designers of reaurants’

What’s the sound
of a comfy space?

...listen in
Conversations with leading
architects, talking about their work,
their clients, themselves.
Their obsessions, how they operate
and where it goes right (and wrong)
Coming up next

Eric Parry and Lee Higson of
Eric Parry Architects on material
innovation, avoiding wallpaper and
why Parry gets sore knuckles when
he visits site.

Find RIBAJ meets on
your podcast app and
at ribaj.com/meets
The RIBA Journal March 2019

STEPHANIE WUNDERLICH

DIRK LINDNER FOR ERIC PARRY ARCHITECTS

Peter Clegg, Jo White and Andrew
Abraham of Feilden Clegg Bradley
Studios on rediscovering a pioneer
spirit for the climate emergency,
growing buildings and taking
sustainability to the politicians.

Supported by
ribaj.com

The sound of my grandfather’s house was the
grandfather clock, amplified by the parquet floor of
the hall. When the clock came into to my own home
it had a lesser presence; it competed with the noise of
kids but, more significantly, was muffled by rugs and
soft chairs, the stuff of life. It no longer marked out
time with an echoing tick that evoked the calm and
emptiness of its former home.
We are in the midst of recording the second
series of our podcast RIBAJ Meets. So my ear is
becoming attuned to listening to spaces. If there is no
recording studio cushioned with zigzag foam shapes
then other sorts of softness have to be sought. The
tricky reverberations of Eric Parry Architects’ airy,
disciplined meeting room will be supplanted, when
we record, by the cosy carpeted caretaker’s room on
the roof. Professional Teams backdrops replaced the
bright duvets and stuffed bookshelves of children’s
bedrooms when we recorded the conversation with
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios remotely.
In a home, spaces typically progress from hard to
soft. There is a practical response to dirt and hygiene,
especially in a society where people don’t always
leave their shoes at the door. And the progress is a
balancing of public and private where softness spells
greater intimacy.
That softness is hard won for outsiders. Think
of the shift from being a caller at the door to being
a guest where you have to accept hospitality and in
doing so, in the most fundamental way, make yourself
vulnerable by taking a seat on the sofa, and relaxing
into it. Here voices are lower, conversations gentler,
sentences longer.
Ancient court or mediation spaces in at least one
culture were low-ceilinged, where people bent their
head to enter. Sitting down alongside old enemies
the rhetoric changed, there was a levelling out. How
ribaj.com

ISTOCK

From courtrooms to reaurants,
Eleanor Young can’t help hearing
the echoes of spaces in sound

Above The reassuring tick
tock of the grandfather clock
depends on its surroundings.

different from our courts, where legal combatants
stand up to fight it out in grand, timber-panelled,
high ceilinged rooms before a judgment is handed
down from on high.
In lockdown the sound of conversation has
been harder to grasp. We have seen how Covid’s
hard Perspex screens and muffling masks in noisy
supermarkets stop that chit-chat at the counter.
Lost too have been those impromptu gatherings
after Friday mosque or school drop off. At 2m
apart it is hard to huddle as a group and share those
inconsequential stories that make up the fabric of
our lives.
But now we are getting back to inside gatherings
and architects again have a role to play in defining
how we talk. Those most alert to sound are the
architects working on theatre and performing arts
buildings. I would argue that the least attentive are
designers of restaurants, where the visual show takes
precedence over auditory comfort in a remarkable
number of venues, all those hard bouncy surfaces
pushing up the sound levels, notwithstanding the last
minute addition of curtains. When you are hoping
for a busy hum it is disconcerting to end up with a
cacophony – particularly when you are paying the
bill for the conversation as much as the food. It would
be worth taking some lessons from the arts – and
perhaps the soft velour chairs too. •
The RIBA Journal June 2021
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Look, learn,
and immerse

Create seamless facades
with uniform sightlines

Find out more at VELFAC.co.uk/beinspired

PORTRAIT: STEPHANIE WUNDERLICH DRAWING: TSZWAI SO

Hand drawing is about much more
than a finished image, says Tszwai So
Drawing by hand used to be the cornerstone of
everyone’s architectural education. Gone are the days
when students had to spend long hours at their boards
in studios. Carrying a hardback sketchbook around
seems a distant memory when one can take multiple
snapshots with a smartphone in the blink of an eye.
Nevertheless, many practitioners, given the chance,
still like to use hand drawing to charm their clients
– what would make a better first impression than a
lovely napkin sketch done effortlessly on the spot?
I remember the tutor of the hand-drawing class
in my first year had an Einstein-like haircut; he
would give students a theme at the end of each class
and we had to submit a drawing based on that theme
the following week – drawing from photographs was
banned. He never taught us any drawing techniques
and he would only accept drawings that he liked
for marking, ripping apart those he found less
impressive in front of the students. My main task
therefore was to second guess his acquired taste – just
as I did to my design tutor (who also happened to be
him). Weeks into the class, two other male students
and I still had not got a single drawing accepted. Out
of desperation we posed for each other to produce
a series of nude figurative drawings which we
presented. He accepted them with delight.
My drawing tutor from second year was much
friendlier and would take us all around the campus to
sketch; in those days for me it was an escape from the
stressful studio life. For some reason he singled me
out and asked me specifically to draw my classmates
rather than the buildings everyone else was doing. I
gladly accepted the challenge as I was most interested
in observing people – and animals – and how they
navigated in the built environment.
Mastering the techniques to sketch on location
is a slow burn. As a neophyte I often found myself
working against time as I was concerned with
ribaj.com

recording everything I saw with accuracy and
precision. Over the years I learnt to be selective and
record only what really mattered. At first, I believed
in sketching for sketching’s sake, and that it was never
necessary to have a purpose. Gradually I started to see
its unexpected benefits for me as an architect.
So what are the benefits of drawing on location?
It makes you more patient as a person for a start.
Patience makes you a better spectator and a better
sketcher recording the changing scenes. It is not
about techniques or representation; the discipline
of drawing from life simply compels you to immerse
more in the world around you, to draw closer yourself
and everything that is not you, as well as to discard
a little of our architectural snobbery. There is a
difference between what you see, feel and experience
while sketching on site, and what a smartphone
could capture. If you have to sketch anything, you
have to deconstruct what you see into its elemental
constituents, and then reconstruct it, putting all the
elements and their relationship together.
In a strange way, sketching ephemeral moments
could also make an architect more empathetic,
because drawing is about seeing and understanding,
taking the time to notice every nuance surrounding
you. For example, the ecosystem in a slum such as
Kibera, where life moves with a deceivingly placid
rhythm under the metal roofs by day, teaches
you more as an architect and as a person than
visiting a building by a famous architect. Unlike
the architectural Grand Tour to Venice and Rome,
sketching in impoverished neighbourhoods gives
you time to look reality in the face, seeing the neatly
suited young men picking their way through the mud
ground paved with litter to get to work for one dollar
a day. It makes you question the relevance of high
architecture and beautiful buildings. •
Tszwai So is a founding director of Spheron Architects

DRAWING CONVENTION
Although hand-drawing
classes are rare birds in
architecture schools these
days, there has never been
a shortage of exquisite
hand drawings among the
treasures to be found in
RIBAJ’s Eye Line Awards.
Perhaps it’s time to
reinstate the hand-drawing
module.
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A fourth estate
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London’s fir young people’s laureate, poet Caleb Femi grew up on the
notorious North Peckham Eate. His words don’t ju explore the built
environment’s part in shaping lives, they demand something better
Words: Catherine Croft Portrait: Aiden Harmitt-Williams

Poet Caleb Femi’s first collection, Poor, includes
poems entitled Ingredients and Properties of Concrete
and A Designer Talks of Home/A Resident Talks of
Home. Brought up on the notorious North Peckham
estate in south London, his book is described as ‘an
ode to a troubled yet enchanted world’. These are
primarily poems about life within a community:
verse, dialogue, diary entries evoking a world where
a ‘blade to the gut’ is realistic fear, but where concrete
can hold a boy ‘soft as a meadow might a lamb’.
However, as the two-hander poem suggests, Femi
doesn’t just want to articulate the experiences of
residents (predominantly young and male), he wants
to explore how this world came to be. He also gives
us glimpses of ‘all that hopeful good on powder-blue
paper’ no doubt expended in the Southwark Council’s
architects’ office back in the 1960s. The environment
that people are brought up in fascinates him.
When we meet in Deptford where he now lives,
he stresses that while he thinks London’s post war
housing estates are ‘not perfect and shouldn’t be
absolved [of responsibility for social problems], nor
should architecture be a scapegoat. Architecture is all
too easily thrown under the bus,’ he says, ‘It’s unfair
and reductive to blame failed designs’. He believes
estates have two problems: a ‘lack of integration with
nature’ and ‘no feeling of accessibility’ – the downside
of the deliberate ‘self-containing nature of design’
which provided shops and launderettes so that the
‘only time we ever left the estate was to go to church or
visit family’. His primary school was visible from the
bedroom window and he and his friends knew more
about the West End from TV than real life although
they lived only three miles from Trafalgar Square.
In addition to poems, Poor includes Femi’s photos,
exterior and interior shots as well as portraits. These
both acknowledge and counter the strong shadows
and fetishized textures of Instagram’s fans of
brutalism and photo-doc clichés of boys in hoodies.
It’s Femi’s acute interest in lived experience and
architectural ideas and intentions that gives his work a
fresh optimism. He is keen to know if architects today
have ‘a focus on responsibility for the lives of others’
and whether architecture aspires to ‘reverence,
seriousness and sanctity’ – as he clearly feels it should.
Kevin McCloud’s Grand Designs TV programmes,
ribaj.com
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Opposite Caleb Femi
is powerful on the small
worlds created by huge
estates. His poems offer
unexpected insights into
the experience of living
in one.

first aired in 1999, were what sparked his curiosity
about architecture. Watching in an overcrowded flat
on the North Peckham estate, ‘I was as likely to go to
Hogwarts as build my house of dreams. It was on a par
with fantasy shows for me’.
He is very alive to the current positioning of postwar estates as the epitome of dystopian coolness, to
the glamourisation of the grittiness of brutalism and
its recent exploitation in music, fashion and film (now
past its apex in his view). But he does play up to those
very tropes – there are poems entitled Concrete (I) to
Concrete (V), and he prefaces a longer work, Because
Of The Times, with a very consciously tweaked quote
from John Boughton’s Municipal Dreams (2018). This
hugely sympathetic study of the history of council
housing grew out of a popular blog, and notes that the
North Peckham estate was made up of ‘65 five-storey
blocks’. Femi consciously changes this in his epigraph
to ‘multi-storey’: high-rise and concrete still dominate
public perceptions of social housing and it feels as if he
has co-opted that as part of his raw material.
North Peckham was completed in 1970, 20
years before Femi was born. By 1976 it was already
described by Building Design as ‘vandal-besieged’.
Unlike its near neighbour, the slightly earlier, systembuilt Aylesbury Estate, it is neither high-rise not
concrete but was envisaged, as fondly evoked by Femi,
as ‘a paradise of affordable bricks, tucked under/a
blanket’. It originally consisted of 1444 homes in
cross-walled, load-bearing brick blocks, all linked by
‘streets in the sky’. In 1994 it was one of five adjacent
estates lumped in together by Southwark Council
for a £60 million Single Regeneration Budget bid. It
achieved tragic prominence in 2000 when ten-yearold Damilola Taylor bled to death there, on an unoverlooked stairway, stabbed with a broken bottle
on his way home from Peckham Library. There is
no shortage of architectural attempts to improve
quality of life in this part of the city – where Alsop and
Störmer’s copper-clad library won the Stirling Prize,
and Alice Coleman and the Bartlett’s Space Syntax
team subsequently pored over what might have
caused failure. One of the strangest parts of the North
Peckham mythology is that contrary to popular belief
it has not been obliterated. Major segments remain:
Femi’s reminiscences seem to be of a world that’s gone,
The RIBA Journal June 2021
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Concrete (III)
concrete is the lining of the womb
that holds boys with their mothers
when Edvin took a blade to the gut –
bled out like a ream running back to its brook –
concrete held him soft as a meadow might a lamb
so his death looked like a birthing
we who did not know how to weep
raged into the night like the ambulance
that came to lift the empty body
(his mother asked for the sirens to be turned off
le they diurb her reing boy)
that night we went to chew on the pitchfork of war
so that our grief as if it were a rotting tooth
would be plucked out

but actually much of it remains in fragmented form.
Femi lived at the heart of the estate in Winchcombe
Court, arriving from Nigeria when he was seven to
re-join his parents who had travelled to London ahead
of him. They were ‘seven bodies making do’ in a onebedroom flat, until the family was rehoused in a brand
new Pollard Thomas Edwards designed four-bedroom
terraced house with a garden on nearby Watling Street
as part of that regeneration project.
Crucially for Femi, there is no clear divide
between the sense of belonging to ‘the Estate’ that
he had in each of these homes, although it was the
first that was perceived as a labyrinth by police
who would give up a chase at its physical perimeter
and ‘come back later to clean up’. Femi recalls that
although living on a street was a physically different
environment, the social context didn’t really change.
‘We had more bedrooms, but it was not that much of
a difference’. But the orange and yellow bricks and
futuristic curved facade of the terrace seem not to
have fed his imagination in the way the stairs of the
mega-structure, smelling of bubblegum after their
weekly wash down, have.
The poem A Designer Talks of Home/A Resident
Talks of Home reworks lines spoken by Ilse
Crawford in a 2017 Netflix series on design, and
juxtaposes them with the voice of a young council
estate resident, presented as if both are snippets from
recorded interviews. There is no straight offsetting
of misplaced paternalism versus dystopian lived
experience here, it’s a series of much more nuanced,
funny and positively resilient comebacks than
that. It’s ironically a non-conversation that feels
ultimately optimistic and suggests that better
communication between architect and public
housing resident might be miraculously possible.
‘The lift never works so you take the stairs’ twists
from a clichéd complaint of resigned frustration to
an unexpected positive: ‘sometimes you pass your
neighbours and catch up on the news’. Crawford’s
potentially smug reflection that ‘you really need to
choose materials that are functional yet luxurious’
(all very well if you’re doing a Kensington bathroom)
rubs up against the energy of ‘like the other day I
see man like Tevin in a Gucci/tracksuit, Egyptian
cotton, with the Belincies.’
During lockdown Femi has been writing about
clubs: keen to get back to ‘spaces for merriment and
revelry’. He’s obsessed with the fast erasure of venues
impacted by gentrification, and by what survives
relocation. By ‘how physical space allows things to
happen’, by what makes makeshift spaces and highly
orchestrated ones work. Above all, he wants to laugh
and dance and be in ‘spaces that make me feel good
about myself’. As do we all. •

RO OM FOR
IM AG INATION

R A K- D E S
RAK-Des is a new concept bathroom suite
that pays tribute to the Bauhaus school
by which it is inspired, the collection
includes bowls and freestanding
washbasins with the essential minimalist
lines. The rectangular washbasins can
be installed suspended, individually, or
combined with the RAK-Joy vanities.

Catherine Croft is director of the Twentieth Century Society
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Opening the
door on Yemen
architeure

accounts of the Yemeni vernacular. Master builders
are not architects as per the common understanding;
rather they are individuals who have acquired an
unparalleled and often arcane grasp of their trade
and are rightfully referred to as ‘true interpreters
of their culture’. The book’s conversations tend to
give us the clearest explanation of the techniques
and demands of Yemeni architecture. By rooting
her writing in pragmatism, Damluji unveils a true
and distilled form of Arab architecture that carries
humility with it, and serves as a reminder that the
traditional does not have to be eliminated to make
way for the new.
It is through this practical approach that
observations are presented with detailed and
thorough survey drawings and photographs. In
accordance with its title, the book reconstructs
each building that it encounters through key
dimensions, construction techniques and, where
applicable, the socio-political context. Much like a
series of case studies, plans and sections complete
each building’s story by providing a new dimension
to understand materiality and climate. They put
into perspective the typologies of each region while
clarifying core principles of building programme,

SALMA SAMAR DAMLUJI

Mohit Buch enjoys a vicarious
journey through Yemen which offers
a rare underanding of the region’s
architeure through the details of
buildings’ reconruion

This summer will mark a decade since my family
moved to Muscat, Oman, for a short but poignant
three years that defied all preconceptions of the
Arabian Peninsula. In a refreshing split from the
scale and giddying expense of flagship metropolises
such as Doha and Dubai, it was an immersion into a
more reserved environment that was in no rush to
follow in those cities’ footsteps. That self-confidence
and inward-looking charm is captured in this book
about Oman’s neighbour: The Architecture of Yemen
and its Reconstruction. In what can be described as
a written expedition through Yemen, Salma Samar
Damluji’s meticulous cataloguing of typologies
and individual structures is a work of clarity and
dedication.
This updated edition re-examines the first print
of 2007. It highlights studies of many buildings that
have since been destroyed and those undergoing
reconstruction procedures. It begins in the
southern city of Lahij, drawing us further into the
mainland and the governorate of Hadramut. This
sense of journey and vicarious discovery forms the
backbone of this work while a certain informality
gives it a sense of drawing straight from the author’s
travel journal. From houses to mosques, the variety
of typologies it covers provides a detailed insight
into the built environment of Yemen and the lives
that it shapes.
A constant theme is that of conversations with
residents and master builders who supply first-hand
The RIBA Journal June 2021

Right Section through
a house in Habban.
The ground and first
floors are used for
storage, with living
accommodation making
up the upper floors. The
house is capped with
a veranda and three
ovens built into the
walls.

Below A tight cluster of
mud brick towers and
more recent houses
along the wadi banks in
the town of Habban.
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A simple minaret of the mosque of Ba Das.
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‘Damluji reminds us that the
traditional does not have to be
eliminated to make way for the
new’
The Architecture of Yemen
and Its Reconstruction
By Damluji, Salma Samar,
Laurence King Publishing
Hardback, 368pp

Right The striking
facades of the Buqshan
Palace in Khaylah.
The newly renovated
communal mansion dates
from 1955-56 and today
is nicknamed the ‘House
of Wonders’.

SALMA SAMAR DAMLUJI (2)
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Below A cantilevered
floor of a house in Yab’uth
made using qirf (shale)
construction.

thermal mass and form. The mere presence of
such historical and technical analysis adds to the
credibility and remarkable culmination of decades
of research.
The work’s true purpose is clear nowhere more
than in the studies of attempts to reconstruct
damaged buildings. A new chapter for the latest
edition, this speaks to the wider tone of the book
in a bid to rebuild our own perceptions of what
architecture in the Middle East was and still has the
potential to draw from. The reconstruction of these
structures is used effectively to emphasise a renewed
need to appreciate the historic architectural elegance
not of just Yemen but of the wider region.
What shines through is not a particular building
or a certain conversation. It is instead a distinct
desire to increase our accessibility to a cornerstone
of Yemeni culture, one that few of us will be able
to experience. Today, many such structures are
becoming harder to physically reach due to monsoon
flash floods and more recently, the tolls of war on key
archaeological sites. Damluji does due justice to their
memory and ensures the intent and purpose behind
their construction is not lost in translation. •
Mohit Buch is a part I architectural assistant at Glancy
Nicholls Architects and the social media lead at Decolonise
Architecture. His contributions include Technology
Tuesdays which feature hand drawn sketches of
construction techniques from around the world to increase
the visibility of global architecture
The RIBA Journal June 2021
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Summer
is open.

EMR Architecture
Photography: David Butler
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Eye Line 2021: call for entries
Don’t wae your lockdown fantasies and imaginings: enter
our drawing competition and join an illurious canon

The RIBA Journal June 2021

EYE LINE RULES
We seek the best 2D representations of a building design
or concept through visual means. They may be hand or
digitally drawn, incorporating collage or any combination
or overlay of methods. Video and straight photography
excluded.
Enter in either the student or practitioner category.
The RIBA Journal reserves the right to reallocate to a
different category if deemed necessary.
Maximum of three images per entry, which can be from
different projects, or all from the same project.
Joint entries on which more than one person has worked
are permissible.
All entries must be uploaded via the link below. We
cannot accept physical works. Images must be at
300dpi, file size maximum 25Mb.
The work must have been produced within the three
years up to the closing date of Monday 7 June 2021, and
not previously have been entered for Eye Line.
Enter at: ribaj.com/culture/enter-eye-line

Above The sublimation of Kashmiri
carpet weaving and Mughal painting
created the spatial studies that clinched
last year’s Student 1st prize In Eye Line
for the Bartlett’s Arinjoy Sen.

Ruins’, a render that effortlessly played
upon scale, reality and mythology. And
student winner was Arinjoy Sen from
the Bartlett School with a beautiful and
beguiling series of renders that took
the Kashmiri craft of carpet weaving to
graphically investigate past histories and
future potential. Commendations in all
media touched on lockdown, the British
and Portuguese landscape, improving
classicism – and Bergamo.
Every year we are gratified by the
originality, wit and talent represented in
the Eye Line entries: a truly international,
free-to-enter award conducted online.
Practitioners and students – show us
your best drawings and join a prestigious
cohort of past winners and runners-up. •

Archites sans
frontiers

The RIBA is transcending boundaries to create
a far-flung community, based on core ambitions
and common goals, says Alan Jones

Information required
Title of work(s) if applicable, and medium.
Name of the author(s) of the work.
Name of organisation where author works or studies.
Email, postal address and phone number.
Dimensions of the original work as presented (or as you
would wish it to be presented) in mm.
Date it was completed.
Key dates
Deadline: Monday 7 June 2021, 14:00
Judging: end June.
Winners and commendations announced: August 2021
issue of RIBAJ and online.
Exhibition (provisional): August/September

ribaj.com

PORTRAIT: STEPHANIE WUNDERLICH ILLUSTRATION: ALAN JONES

Proving that the pandemic need
not be a bar to your creativity,
Eye Line 2021, RIBAJ’s annual,
international, free-to-enter
competition showcasing the best
drawing and rendering skills, is now
open for entries. As ever, we ask for
images in two categories – student
and practitioner – that brilliantly
communicate architecture, in any
medium or combination of media.
And this year we are looking for
work that communicates the agitprop of resistance to the sense
of atomisation that we have all
experienced over the last year.
We are looking for images
of all kinds, from hand-drawn
concept sketches to technically
proficient and layered renders.
For us, ‘drawing’ includes any
method by which the power of an
architectural idea is communicated.
This includes depictions of existing
buildings as well as works of the
imagination.
Practitioners and students enter in
different categories.
• Student category: images made by
those in architectural education or who
are submitting images made before final
qualification.
• Practitioner category: images made
by those fully qualified and working in
practice, whether for real-life projects or
to explore ideas and experiences.
National safety guidance permitting,
the intention is to exhibit winners and
commendations at the RIBA following
a winners’ event there and will publish
them in print and online. Our colleagues
at the RIBA’s Drawings and Archives
Collection, based in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, will inspect our winners
for potential inclusion in the collections.
Last year’s practitioner winner was
LA-based architect Albert Orozco for
his stunning ‘Platform for Imagined

Accomplishing anything of any significance requires
persistent effort and attention, both in the immediate
and longer term. I recall Steven Holl reflecting on
the goals of architecture and architects. He admitted
that dealing with the every day can be distracting, but
emphasised that it is only through engagement with
the now that long term outcomes are achieved.
It is the near and far that we balance as
individuals, practices and profession, and are at times
also frustrated by. But we must keep trying. No one
wants to be pushed and pulled by winds and currents;
we need our own propulsion to set a direction. There
will still be ups and downs, and unforeseen events,
but it is better to agile and manoeuvrable, have a goal
and the means to try to travel there. Without impetus
and means, dreams are likely to remain dreams.
The RIBA will be 200 years old in 2034 – and that
star on our horizon raises the question of where our
profession and our institute wishes to be. Once we
know that, we can turn our attention to how we get
there. The ‘train of direction’ will have a variety of
people on it as they enter and leave office. Reflecting
RIBA governance is council, representing the
members; it will hold and champion the long-term
goals, advising the board as it sets shorter term
plans. The previous system of five-yearly strategic
plans was at times at odds with a president’s election
commitments to members, causing a ‘zigzagging of
the supertanker’, to quote our chief executive. Now
council is aligned to long-term goals and the board
to a two year strategy cycle that acknowledges the
president’s commitment to the members, working
with the executive and in day by day, month by
month operation and delivery. A rolling review will
continually check and adjust this approach.
Who we are, and what we do, is also near and far,
local and global. We respond to our location as we
ribaj.com

provide services and deliver positive impact, but we
are part of a broader world, industry and profession.
The individual architect, practice, branch and region
have tried different ways to connect to each other,
and a new digital membership hub is now being
trialled. It sees no boundaries between location, role,
scale of practice or future – early career or seasoned
architect. Within this digital hub, members will
connect focussing on building types, education,
delivery, location, climate, practice, research and
business interests, and other groups. Council has
warmly welcomed it, noting how it can bring together
members across the world, reducing isolation and
increasing knowledge and fellowship. That local
and global realisation has also informed a proposal
to amalgamate Nations & Regions and International
Committees to create a single committee from 2021-2.
And notice how the forthcoming elections make no
reference to ‘national’, as council seats are now open
to any chartered member anywhere, local or global.
As my term as president nears its end, I am pleased
such structural changes are in motion, to make us
more effective and connected globally and locally, a
near and far network of individuals and practices. •
president@riba.org @AlanJonesPRIBA

Right There are many
bases for connection –
we can harness them all.

BACK TO BEYOND
ARCHITECTURE
Join us for the fourth
talk in our Architecture
Anew series, Architects
Beyond Architecture, on
15 June. The expert-led
discussion will focus on
architects working beyond
the traditional boundaries
of the discipline to develop
socially motivated projects,
and will be followed by
a Q&A. Book tickets
on architecture.com.
Architecture Anew is an
RIBA + VitrA partnership.
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Colleagues from Kingon School of Art’s department in Architeure
and Landscape recall a sympathetic and inspiring head of school

Mary Vaughan Johnson
1961 – 2021

A NUANCED PALETTE OF TWELVE BLACK AND WHITE SHADES.
FREE COLOUR CARD | PAINT TO ORDER
Nationwide Stockists | paintandpaperlibrary.com | +44 (0) 161 230 0882 | info@paintandpaperlibrary.com
Find a stockist at paintandpaperlibrary.com

DYANI DOUZE

AVAILABLE NOW

Mary Vaughan Johnson, who has died suddenly aged
59, became head of the department of architecture
and landscape at the Kingston School of Art three
years ago. It is a testament to the weight and impact of
her presence as leader and teacher that it feels like she
was with us for a lot longer.
She brought to Kingston an interest in works of
her PhD supervisor, architectural theorist Marco
Frascari – particularly the centrality of construction
to architectural meaning. Mary understood
construction as a process of ‘construal’ which
necessarily leads to ‘action’ in the world, as opposed
to the comfort of ivory towers. For her, the human
inhabitants of buildings always took precedence,
and she cherished the ‘messy’ parts of architecture,
astutely understanding their fundamental
importance to the life, health and viability of human
settlement. Part of her own doctoral research used
the modern water-closet as a lens to examine notions
of ‘body technique’ in relation to modernity, privacy,
physical and psychological health, and cultural
conditioning.
Alongside her managerial responsibilities she
was engaged in teaching, lately co-running a unit
exploring the African courtyard house with Michael
Badu, Nana Biamah-Ofosu and Bushra Mohamed.
Mary was born in Zimbabwe on 1 December 1961,
the child of American Methodist parents who had
moved there to work as a teacher and a doctor. She
often spoke of how she was brought up as an African,
attending the same schools as local children and
speaking the Shona language as her mother tongue.
She later moved to the United States, where she
studied architecture at Georgia Tech, and developed
her voice as an educator and scholar as a doctoral
student at Virginia Tech.
After teaching and work in practice in Georgia,
Pennsylvania and Florida, Mary’s research interests
ribaj.com

drew her to Paris where, in 2006, she took up a
position as chief docent and curator of the Maison
de Verre. She also co-founded and was resident
programme director for the Catholic University of
America’s School of Architecture Studies Abroad,
and taught at L’Ecole Speciale d’Architecture. After
nine years she relocated to the UK, where she taught
at De Montfort University in Leicester before her
appointment at Kingston.
Mary’s whole approach to life, work and
scholarship could not but make her keenly aware
of widespread and debilitating effects of social and
racial inequality in our discipline, and how many
people in it are often made to feel alienated and
disenfranchised by a narrow reading of its limits.
Testifying to her support, one among her colleagues
and students at Kingston spoke for us all in saying:
‘Mary was a true ally and understood the need for
difficult conversations, valued them and made
space for them’. By her own description, Mary ‘led
from the back’, occupying ‘the trenches’ with the
staff she led. She was sympathetic to the challenges
faced by some students in pursuing their education,
but also challenged them, expecting rigour in the
explanation of a position, a design project or even an
administrative request.
Mary described herself as a storyteller. She loved
books, and when she lectured she frequently brought
a stack with her and read directly where relevant.
She acted with a rare freedom and authenticity. She
danced and sang with students, and worked tirelessly
to overcome bureaucratic impediments, always
seeking transformative and joyful ways to share her
love of the subject.
She is survived by her father, four siblings, and
two adult children, Khalila and Dyani Douze. •
Written by Mary Vaughan Johnson’s colleagues at Kingston
University

IN MEMORIAM

Alan John Burnett
ELECTED 1955,
LITTLEHAMPTON

Roy William Winter

ELECTED 1957, BROMSGROVE

David Edward Clark
ELECTED 1959,
LOUGHBOROUGH

Geoffrey Bryan Woods
ELECTED 1962, BEDFORD

Clarence A McDonald
ELECTED 1973, LONDON

Brian Malcolm Murray

ELECTED 1974, HARPENDEN

Maurice John
Desthuis-Francis

ELECTED 1977, MARYLAND
USA

Katharine Elizabeth Scott
ELECTED 1949, LONDON

Brian David Smith

ELECTED 1952, LONDON

To inform the RIBA of
the death of a member,
please email membership.
services@riba.org with
details of next of kin
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Something to get off your chest?
Write to us: letters.ribaj@riba.org
RIBAJ, RIBA Publishing,
66 Portland Place, London W1B 1AD
We welcome letters but retain the right to edit them

The new MasterPatio range of sliding doors
The RIBA Journal
May 2021
£15/€30/US$35

MasterPatio is the next generation high insulation, high performance
lift & slide system from Reynaers.
MasterPatio combines top thermal
performance with slim sightlines.
Our patented glass supports ensure
effortless operation with a perfect
transfer of the glass weight to
the wheels, resulting in effortless
operation.

Compatible with our MasterLine 8
system of doors and windows,
MasterPatio’s clean design is
suitable for low energy houses, but
its minimalistic look and excellent
air and water tightness are also
ideal for high-rise buildings.

To discover more information on Reynaers, please visit: www.reynaers.co.uk
Email: reynaersltd@reynaers.com or call us on +44 (0)121 421 1999

Sense at last on the principal designer
It’s good to see Alan Jones encouraging architects to be
the principal designer (RIBAJ, May, p71). The role, of
course, has been around for nearly three decades since
the CDM Regulations in 1994, initially as planning
supervisor. The HSE always held that for many – or
even most – non-civil-engineering building projects,
the natural person or firm to carry out that role would
be the lead designer and architect. They did, after all,
traditionally act as the project’s overall design manager,
usually advising clients about what other design
skills were needed, and managing, co-ordinating and
combining in a single successful design the work of the
whole team, taking into account buildability and health
and safety issues. The role also had to be filled from the
start of the project, even at conceptual design stage;
again, the architect seemed the ideal candidate for this.
However, when the CDM Regulations were
introduced, an over-legalistic interpretation became
prevalent, together with the notion that the CDM
co-ordinator should be separate from the design team.
There was much talk of avoiding ‘conflicts of interest’ –
a term absent from both the regulations and their HSE
guidance. The role was usually separated out, further
fracturing the industry/professions. Late appointment
almost became the norm. Overall design management
by the person in this role was the rare exception,
Grenfell being only the most egregious example.
The HSE’s 2015 name change to principal designer
hinted strongly at its original intentions and future
hopes. Now the draft Building Safety Bill drops another
very large hint – one to which the RIBA and a broad
swath of the profession are, it seems, waking up. Better
late than never!

Anne Holtrop on heat and dust in Bahrain
Emily Greeves/Bernd Schmutz housing
DfE spells out its schools expectations
Sustainable stuctures: hybrid towers

ribaj.com

Richard Griffin

Outrageous government move on cladding costs
It is utterly preposterous that the House of Commons
has voted to make the owners of properties clad in
non-compliant external cladding material (such as
that used at Grenfell) responsible for the cost of its
replacement. Responsibility for building regulations
compliance for all construction is clearly that of the
specifier, contractor and manufacturer – absolutely not
the future owner or tenant, who would not even have
been known at the time of construction.
Indeed such a person would be perfectly correct in
assuming that the property they are purchasing was
legally constructed by responsible specialists whose
very job it is to make certain this is the case.
It worries me that this government has made such
an outrageous and seriously unfair piece of legislation,
and that the outcry appears to be so easily ignored. This
should not be allowed to remain unchallenged.
K R Jarvis

Tim Gough, Austin Winkley & Associates, London

Tread more carefully
‘Surprise outing’ in RIBAJ May 2021 covers a
fascinating and accomplished conversion by Thomas
Randall-Page, but it contains another two examples
of obviously non-compliant staircase designs. I can’t
believe that any building control officer or approved
inspector would grant a relaxation of the relevant
regulations for staircases that so blatantly breach the
100mm spacing requirement for balustrades and risers.
ribaj.com

Was a completion certificate ever issued?
So many excellent modern conversions and newbuilds feature such unsafe stairs. Isn’t it the duty of a
journal such as the RIBAJ to notice these breaches and
not to illustrate them? Your article shows pictures of two
such staircases, one with a non-compliant balustrade
and one with no balustrade or handrail at all, both with
completely open treads! They may be examples of ‘the
richly inventive details found throughout the building’,
but they are not examples of good practice!
RIBAJ should watch out for these things and, at the
very least, make comment.

Follow us on Twitter @RIBAJ
Find us on Facebook,
Instagram and LinkedIn

Regs are failing us
I believe that regulatory changes which have occurred
in the 20 years since I retired are behind recent fire
safety failures. My experience of snagging towards the
end of a contract has shown that even with willingness
on the part of the contractor it is useless to rely on his
surveillance alone. I’d favour bringing back the clerk of
works, who was employed as the client’s inspector.
However, the Journal has improved immeasurably
in that time and I now read it with great interest.
John Lapthorn, France
The RIBA Journal June 2021
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London Gliding Club
Dunstable, 1935
The London Gliding Club was established in 1930,
operating first from a farm near Guildford and then
from Ivinghoe Beacon in Buckinghamshire. The
club’s activity was so popular that special trains were
scheduled from Euston to Tring and a visit from the
Prince of Wales caused such chaos on the local roads
that the club was evicted for spoiling the public’s
‘peaceful enjoyment’ of the landmark.
It settled permanently near Dunstable in 1932,
and in 1935 the architect Christopher Nicholson
designed a new building to serve as both hangar
and clubhouse. The L-shaped building resembles a
January
2021
The RIBA Journal June
2021

one-winged glider with a shelter for 25 gliders below
and a lounge above to accommodate the equally
important social activities of the club members. Its
27m long curved window allows maximum views
of the launching, flying and landing taking place
outside. The interior of the lounge was designed by
EQ Nicholson, Christopher’s wife, who had worked
as an assistant to textile designer Marion Dorn before
joining Nicholson’s practice.
Christopher Nicholson was himself a keen pilot
and club member. He died at the age of 44 in a gliding
accident in Switzerland in 1948. • Justine Sambrook
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Your little ray of sunshine.
Architecturally beautiful rooflights, designed to maximise the
amount of sunlight and air flowing into your property.

For more information call 01284 848 314 or visit www.sunsquare.co.uk

